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Survey for the State-of-the-art on Deaf Role
Models
Study – Report of Results
Introduction
This is the final report of the survey for the state-of-the-art on the existing practices and the
role of Deaf adults as Role Models for supporting families of deaf children and hearing
practitioners within Europe. The objectives of the survey are to expand our knowledge and
understanding of the situation on a European level.
This survey is about:
(1) the hearing parents and practitioners’ needs for being able to adjust to the sociolinguistic needs of deaf and hard of hearing children and to learn Sign Language,
(2) the hearing people’s attitude towards the Deaf Community and Sign Language,
(3) the practices used in any type of services offered in the private and/or public sector,
schools, institutions etc. (for example the existing services to support families of
deaf and hard of deaf children, services for developing communicative competence
in Sign Language or the existing training programmes for learning Sign Language) in
order to enhance adults’ communicational skills on Sign Language, and
(4) the Deaf adults needs to develop counseling and training skills as role models,
mentors and Sign Language teachers.
For this survey we use the label deaf/hard of hearing to include deaf and hard of hearing
children with a wide range of hearing loss, using or not cochlear implants and/or hearing
aids.
Deaf children are children that do not use any residual hearing and depend on a signed
language to communicate
Hard of hearing children are children that partially use/depend both on their residual
hearing and use both spoken and sign language.
Signed languages are natural languages that have their own grammar and lexicon. When we
use the term "sign language" (SL) we refer to the national Sign Language(s) used by the Deaf
Communities in each country, and, not to a form of sign supported spoken language.
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Output Description
The main aim of the activity is to map the role of Deaf adults as Role Models for hearing
people’s support and empowerment, within Greece, Bulgaria, Malta and other European
countries.
In particular:
a. the mode of communication and interaction among hearing and Deaf adults
practitioners and parents) and deaf/hard of hearing children,
b. the communicative needs of hearing adults, parents of deaf and hard of hearing
children and practitioners in the field, οn Sign Language (SL),
c. the existing services for developing communicative competence οn SL,
d. the existing training programmes for learning SL,
e. the hearing people's attitude towards the Deaf Community and SL and
f. the role of Deaf adults when supporting hearing adults parents of deaf/hard of
hearing children,
will be explored at national and European level.
The objectives are to develop a common knowledge and understanding among the project
partners, about the difficulties that hearing adults (practitioners and parents) face, their
perspectives and knowledge of the Deaf community, their skills in Sign Language and the
support they need, in order to obtain awareness of Deaf people's abilities, and how Deaf
adults working with them as role models can reinforce them.
We intent to share experience and enhance good practices among the European countries
on supporting hearing adults to accept and use Sign Language in their communication with
the Deaf and empowering the role of Deaf adults as communication models at national and
European level in order to ensure that the project’s outcomes are well founded and will be
addressing the current specific needs of hearing and Deaf adults, so that the improvement
of their social and communicative interaction skills will make the most impact possible.
The final report on the state-of-the-art of the Deaf adults as Role Models is edited by the
lead organization in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the information included
in the national reports. The aim is to demonstrate a clear understanding of the situation at
national and European level about the need for developing: hearing people’s awareness on
the Deaf community and the use of SL in their everyday communication with their
deaf/hard of hearing children, Deaf people’s competence and skills on teaching SL and
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support hearing families as Role models, Deaf Role Models training, best practices and
training programmes for Deaf counselors/Role models, as well as training materials and
training guides for the Deaf teachers of SL, who serve as Deaf Role Models.
The duration of the survey of the State-of-the-art on Deaf Role Models was eight (8) months
for the first phase and fourteen (14) months for the second phase. A verification report of
the data collected will be sent to the partner countries (participants and stakeholders).
Production of the verification report of the preliminary results was reviewed and evaluated
by the partner countries (mainly for internal inconsistencies). Interviews with participants
that indicated they were willing to do so was conducted as needed. Discussion and
exchanging comments were carried out with partners to agree on the results to be published
on our website and for general dissemination.
Our goal was, initially, to provide, a snapshot of the State-of-the-art on Deaf Role Models
and as a long-term objective to have a European/ worldwide report that can be open to all
for comments, additions and updates that will serve as a policy making tool to stakeholders
nationally and internationally.
Most deaf people (about 95%), all over the world, have hearing parents and do not come in
contact with Deaf adults and SL before the age when formal primary education starts. Most
deaf children (90 to 95%), in contrast to most children, are brought up in a pour linguistic
environment (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004), in which their parents, care givers and teachers
are not fluent signers and cannot provide them with natural language input (Singleton &
Newport, 2004) and support their social and emotional needs.
In most cases, deaf children experience lack of exposure to a natural language in early
childhood until they come in contact and interact with other deaf children through sign
language in school (Mayberry, 1994; Morford, 2003; Hoffmeister & Caldwell-Harris 2014
among others). In such a communicative environment, development of any language is
severely delayed, resulting in linguistic deprivation of deaf children and social deprivation for
Deaf adults.
The majority of hearing parents does not come in touch with deafness even after their child
is diagnosed with being deaf. The importance of early-unobstructed interaction between
parents and children has been stated by many psychologists. The lack of contact and
knowledge marginalizes Deaf people, their Sign Language and their Deaf culture.
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International studies argue that the academic progress and social and emotional growth of
deaf children are directly related to language acquisition and development (Hatzopoulou,
2008; Hoffmeister, 2000; Hoffmeister & Caldwell-Harris, 2014; Hrastinski & Wilbur, 2016;
Kourmpetis, & Hatzopoulou 2011; Niederberger, 2008; Ormel, Hermans, Knoors, &
Verhoeven, 2012; Woll, 1998).
It has been argued in the literature for decades now that healthy, realistic expectations for
the Deaf, positive reactions to deafness, exposure to Deaf Role Models will better develop a
bicultural identity and form healthy relationships for Deaf and hearing people alike. Acquiring
a bicultural identity is crucial for most Deaf people in developing a productive and rewarding
life. Hearing adults, parents or practitioners working with Deaf people of all ages will benefit
from contact with Deaf adults in terms of understanding and accepting deafness and Deaf
culture (Holcomb, 1997; Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan 1996; Moores 1996; Mahshie 1995;
Woodward 1989).
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Methodology
Development of the guide for the survey
The lead organization, the Hellenic Federation of the Deaf (HFD), with the University of
Western Macedonia (UWM) and in collaboration with the program partners, developed a
guide for the completion of the survey which included all the appropriate information for
the desk research. It included the basic issues that had to be examined -such as the hearing
practitioners and parents’ attitude towards SL and the Deaf community, their needs in SL
and the existing practices (courses, materials) in sign language training, the Deaf
practitioners as role models and SL teachers, the existing training programmes, best
practices, materials-, and the methodology of the needs assessment research on Deaf role
models to be followed.
The guide described (a) the preference of the method (mixed method of quantitative and
qualitative data) to be used, (b) data collection techniques (survey, interview, documents,
etc.) the main issues and questions to be addressed and answered for the desk research
(mainly published research in international journals and books) and the needs assessment
research, (c) the self-completion online survey questionnaire which was realized in Google
form to be disseminated at national, European and international level between partners, (d)
the layout/template for the national reports.
We have proposed our study to begin with a broad quantitative survey in order to generalize
results and then focus, in a second phase, on detailed qualitative, open-ended interviews to
collect detailed and in-depth data from the participants (Creswell, 2012).
We followed Creswell’s proposition to: “first survey a large number of individuals, then follow
up with a few of them to obtain their specific voices about the topic. In these situations, the
advantages of collecting both closed-ended quantitative data and open-ended qualitative
data prove advantageous to best understand a research problem.” (2012:24)

The questionnaire
The development of the survey questions was based on desk research of previous European
surveys and the project proposal. We needed a basis of comparison from older and more
recent data and we selected three previous surveys for the development of our
questionnaire. Kyle & Allsop (1997), Kourbetis, Adamopoulou, and Ferentinos (2001) and the
more recent one from the Erasmus + Project Sign First: http://www.sign1st.eu/en/ (2017)
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The questions were a mix of multiple-choice, closed- and open-constructed questions. The
wording of the questions included explanatory text for avoiding misconceptions when
needed. The survey consisted of six (6) sections. After each section there was one open
question for participants to add information or comments that will illustrate the state of the
art of the particular section.
The survey consisted of six sections, with a total of 49 items. The topics of the six sections
were:
•

An Introductory section, the aim of the study and the terminology used was
described

•

Demographic information about country of reference, involvement with sign
language and sign language status (9 questions)

•

Hearing practitioners in the field (9 questions)

•

Families of deaf and hard of hearing children (22 questions)

•

Deaf practitioners as role models /SL teachers - training programmes and support.
(9 questions)

•

Closing questions, two open closing questions for communicating information to
disseminate the results and the willingness to participate in the qualitative study in
the short interview on the study topic.

A cover letter was designed for our survey research with information for the potential
participants. The cover letter and the questionnaire are included in Apppendix I.
The estimated time to complete the questionnaire is 25 minutes.
The period of time of the development of the questionnaire was from 01/10/19 -31/05/20,
total of 8 months, with the participation of all partners. All partners submitted questions and
also provided feedback to the overall structure and content of the survey.
The questionnaire was created on the Open Source and free platform, the Google Forms as
an online survey https://forms.gle/tcT8KWF7iHmdp9or5, with responses collected in an
online spreadsheet. We chose a free popular and easy to use platform where participants
could answer our questions from any web browser - including mobile smartphone and tablet
browsers. Each response can be viewed in a single row of a spreadsheet, with each question
shown in a respective column.
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The

questionnaire

was

developed

https://forms.gle/tcT8KWF7iHmdp9or5,

in

three

written

languages,

Modern

English,
Greek

https://forms.gle/rkc2ahM27bEWHqj1A, Bulgarian https://forms.gle/ifQv6WQSZfzMe7pJ7
and in a multi-clip, multilingual video sign language questionnaire in Greek Sign Language
(GSL) - written Greek https://forms.gle/vXEB61AVcxCkB62o6 for the pilot study. For the
main study a multi-clip, multilingual video sign language questionnaire in International Signs
(IS) - written English https://forms.gle/LUnXwsi3jvsXj7zs9, and one in International Signs
(IS) - written French https://forms.gle/qAgWY1Hwjx8Upyh37 was also developed.
Multi-clip video sign language questionnaires have been presented as the best mode of
administration for sign-friendly survey research (Bosch-Baliarda et al., 2019).
All partners were involved in the testing of the electronic formats of the questionnaire from
22/01/20 – (first Timestamp 22/01/2020 8:18:52 p.m.) to 28/05/2020. After all testing and
debugging the survey was implemented.

Ethical issues in the survey data
In order to protect the anonymity of individual respondents, their roles, and opinions in our
survey research, we disassociate names from responses during the coding and recording
process. We do not disclose any names, e-mails or contact information to anybody. The
principal investigators are responsible for the anonymity of all participants.

Implementation
The Implementation of the pilot survey lasted four months 28/1/20 – 28/5/20. The initial
dissemination of the survey was based on the contacts of professionals, practitioners and
parents of deaf and hard of hearing children of all partners in our respective countries,
Greece, Bulgaria and Malta. The questionnaire was addressed to members of the Deaf
community, Deaf, hard of hearing and hearing professionals and practitioners in the field,
deaf, hard of hearing and hearing parents of deaf/hard of hearing children that may be
interested in the study.
In this phase we shared the questionnaire only in English, Modern Greek, GSL and Bulgarian
and we received thirty-six (36) answers by respondents from the three partner countries,
giving us adequate indicative findings in order to proceed to the next phase of the study.
Twenty-four (24) participants were from Greece, six (6) from Bulgaria and six (6) from Malta.
This number of responders was considered illustrative for each partner country, taking into
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account that the population of deaf/hard of hearing children in most countries is estimated
to be between the 0.1% for Greece (Kourbetis & Hoffmeister 1987; Lampropoulou, 1994) to
1.4% for USA (Van Naarden Braun et al., 2015).
For the main study we developed the IS-written English and the IS-written French
questionnaire -as described above - in order to address to the D/deaf hard of hearing and
hearing European participants pursuing to remove language barriers and grant accessibility
to question and closed answer content to as many participants as possible. In the main phase
of the research, we addressed to stakeholders from the European and international Deaf
Community and professional organizations related to Sign Language and parents of deaf and
hard of hearing children. The survey was open for 18 months of the project, from January
2020 to June 2021 and ninety-seven (97) responses were collected from seventeen (17)
different countries, sixteen European and form USA.
For validation and expansion of our data, in order to acquire detailed information for Deaf
role models in Europe we intent to interview one to three participants per country depending
on the number of those that will be willing to participate in the qualitative part of the study.

Limitations
Despite all careful planning and piloting, we acknowledge methodological limitations of the
survey mainly in relation to the number of participants per country, uniformity of content
understanding and statistical methodology. As we expected, there was significant variation
in the interpretation of the terms: deaf /hard of hearing children, sign language, training
programmes and Deaf role models, across the different countries. Participants did not seem
to understand the questions in the same way due to the different philosophy and
background existing in each country.

Data analysis
The questionnaire was shared among the partners’ countries, other European countries and
countries outside Europe by sending it to scientific associations, associations for the deaf,
parents’ associations and individuals: researchers, deaf adults, parents grounded on the
study researchers’ personal contacts.
Ninety-seven (97) responses were submitted from seventeen (17) different countries,
sixteen European: Bulgaria, Switzerland, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, France,
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Greece, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Ukraine and USA giving
adequate findings to answer the research questions regarding the role of Deaf adults as Role
Models for hearing people’s support and empowerment.
Responses from each partner country varied from one (1) to twenty-six (26) responses, most
of which derived from Greece.
All quantitative data was taken as the median value of all responses. Most of the responses,
depending on their content, were clustered by country. Qualitative data from open answers
were analyzed and presented without repetitions as a main statement. Open questions were
very helpful to understand the meaning of the information given by the respondents better
and interpret our findings correctly. All conflicting statements were examined for their
validity and accuracy from our personal communications with respondents who had given us
their e-mails. In some cases when this methodology was impossible, it was reported in our
findings.
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Demographic Information - Participants (1 – 9)
Demographic questions (9) were divided in two categories. One category consisted of the
first six (6) questions which were addressed to all participants and revealed information
about the participants’ country, gender, age, involvement with the Deaf community, sign
language (SL) knowledge and participants’ hearing and sign language status. The second
category consisted of three (3) questions and were addressed especially to the d/Deaf and
hard of hearing participants and were about their school education, their parents’ hearing
status and the environment they first learned to sign.
Answers in the first category demonstrated the following:
On the question “What is the country you live or work in?” a problem of country naming was
encountered and we had to reanalyze our data for uniformity of country names. From the
total number of the 97 submitted questionnaires most responses were form Greece (26),
followed by France (18), Bulgaria (14) and Malta (7). From nine out of seventeen countries
we received two (2) responses, whereas the responses derived from the remaining countries
ranged from one (1) to five (5).

Number of Participants /Country
5

2

2

5
26

2
7
2
2
2

14
18
2
3 12
GR

BG

CH

CRO

CY

CZE

Figure 1. Participants per country

DK

FR

IT

IRL

2

NL

MT

NO

PL

RUS

UA

USA
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Table1: Responses per country
COUNTRY

NO OF RESPONSES

1

GR

26

2

BG

14

3

CH

2

4

CRO

2

5

CY

2

6

CZE

1

7

DK

3

8

FR

18

9

IT

2

10

IRL

2

11

NL

2

12

MT

7

13

NO

2

14

PL

5

15

RUS

2

16

UA

2

17

USA

5

Total

97

Regarding participants’ gender, female participants prevailed, a common observation in
similar studies in the field.
Seventy-four (n=74) out of a total of ninety-seven (n=97) participants, a percentage of 76,3%
was female. Male respondents (n=23/97) were only the 24,7% of the participants.
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PARTICIPANT GENDER/COUNTRY
30
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2
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2
2

2

1
1

IT
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NL
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5
MT

1
1
1
NO

5
PL

2

2

RUS

UA

4
USA

MALE

Figure 2. Participant gender per partner country
Figure two illustrates the participants’ gender per country.
As figure 3 illustrates most of the participants were between the age 40-49 years and 30-39,
a percentage of 66% (see figure 3), showing that those contributed to the research
constituted a mature population.

Participant Age
8
25

31

33
20-29

Figure 3. Participant age

30-39

40-49

above 50
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Below is presented the respondents’ age per country (figure 4)

Participants Age/Country
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
GR

BG

CH CRO CY CZE DK
20-29

FR

IT

30-39

IRL

NL

40-49

MT NO

PL RUS UA USA

above 50

Figure 4. Participant age per country
Regarding the participants’ hearing status 55%, 53 participants out of 97 were hearing and
the remaining was d/Deaf (N=41/97) and hard of hearing (n=3/97).

Participant Hearing Status

3%
42%
55%

Deaf

Hearing

Hard of Hearing
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Figure 5. Participant hearing status

Participant Hearing Status / Country
18
16
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Hearing
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NL
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RUS UA USA

Hard of Hearing

Figure 6. Participant hearing status per country
As shown in figure 6 most d/Deaf participants were form Greece, France, Bulgaria and Malta.
Only three participants from Bulgaria choose Hard of Hearing regarding their hearing status.
On the question, “What is your involvement with the Deaf Community and sign language
(SL)?” participants could pick more than one answer; and “Other” was also a choice. Overall
we had 142 answers from our 97 participants. Almost 40% of the participants (n=39/97)
denoted

to

have

many

different

roles

in

the

Deaf

community

being

professionals/practitioners -SL teachers, SL interpreters, Teachers for the deaf, academics and/or parents, whereas a 17,5% (n=17/97) had chosen “Other”, noting that they were
executive members of the Deaf community, members of a deaf family, brothers and sisters
of deaf adults, etc.
In alignment with the aim of the study, we developed two main categories: Professionals/
Practitioners and Parents-Family member. As illustrated in figure 7 below, most of the
participants, d/Deaf or hearing, were professionals/practitioners in the field (n=62/97) and
sixteen (n=16/97) were family members or parents of deaf children. In particular only
twelve (n=12/97) were parents of deaf children, half of them were from Greece and the
remaining six were from Bulgaria (n=3/12), Malta (n=2/12) and one (n=31/12) from USA.
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These findings show how extremely difficult is to involve parents of deaf children in
research without personal contact.

Participant involvement in the Deaf Community
9
7

62
Professionals/Practitioners

Parents - Family

Both

Figure 7. Participant involvement with the Deaf community
As shown above most of the family members – parents of deaf children have also an
additional role in the Deaf community being either SL interpreters, SL teachers, teacher for
the dead and administrative members of the Deaf community.
Almost one third of the professionals/practitioners were Deaf/hard of hearing, a
percentage of 32% (n=20/62) and the remaining 68% (n=42/62) were hearing. Regarding
parents, half were d/Deaf and half were hearing. These percentages show a good
representation of both Deaf and hearing professionals/practitioners and Deaf and hearing
parents within our sample.
Figure 8 illustrates participants involvement in the Deaf Community per country.
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Figure 8. Participant involvement with the Deaf community per country
Most of the participants’ answers 45 out of the 142 (30%), show that they viewed themselves
as Deaf community members (n=45/142), 20% were SL interpreters (n=30/142), 13%
denoted that they have other roles within the Deaf community (n=20/142), 12% noted that
they are SL teachers (n=18/142), 9% chose SL Deafness Scholar (n=14/142), 8% picked
teachers for the deaf (n=13/142) and 8% parents of deaf children (n=12/142).
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Figure 9. Participant involvement with the Deaf community
On the question “What is your SL status?” as it is illustrated in figure 10 the category of
participants that dominates was the one of “SL as a second language (proficient)” 40%
(n=39/97), followed by native signers 36% (n=36/97).
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Figure 10. Participant Sign Language status
Participants with functional communicational knowledge of SL were the 18% of the study
population. Only 5 out of 97 participants noted that they start learning SL or they know very
little or picked I don’t know.
Six (6) out of twelve (12) parents of deaf children participating in our study noted that they
are native signers and from those five are deaf and the one is hearing. Three parents, two
hearing and one deaf denoted that they know SL at proficient level, two hearing parents
know SL at a functional communication level and one hearing parent noted “very little”
knowledge of SL.
From the 36 native signers participating in the study only seven (7) were hearing, whereas
of the 39 participants denoted proficient in SL, 29 were hearing (n=29/39) a finding which
was expected. Most of the proficient SL users were SL interpreters (n=20/29), some were
teachers for the deaf or both, some were academics or deafness scholars. As mention above
two (n=2/29) were hearing parents of deaf children,
The distribution of the participants’ status in SL per country is illustrated in figure 11.
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Figure 11. Participant Sign Language status per country
Participants denoted to know very little or no SL come from Greece, France and Poland.
Answers to the questions addressed only to the d/Deaf and hard of hearing participants
showed that:
As illustrated in the figure 12 below, the Deaf/hard of hearing participants’ school education
was mostly secondary education (almost 56% of d/Deaf and hard of hearing participants)
with the school for the deaf (38%) outweighs the hearing school (18%).
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Figure 12. Deaf Participant school education
30% of participants choose equally hearing primary school and primary school for the deaf
and the rest 14% chose the category of “Other”, some of them (four out of six) mentioning
that they have a university degree without specifying the type of their earlier school
education. In the category of “Other” one participant from Malta wrote “sixth form” which
refers to post-secondary education and increases the total percentage of those who
attended secondary education without however giving us more accurate information about
the school type school for the deaf of hearing school.
The hard of hearing participants participated in the study were not separated from the Deaf
participants in our sample and they were attended hearing school: two out of forty-four
(n=2/44) secondary education and one (n=1/44) had a university degree.
The hearing status of Deaf/hard of hearing participants’ parents is presented in the following
figure 13.
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Figure 13.The parent hearing status of d/Deaf Participants
Most Deaf and hard of hearing participants, 57% (n=25/44) have hearing parents. The
remaining 43% (n=19/44) have Deaf parents with most of them a 41% (n=18/44), having
both parents Deaf /hard of hearing.
On the question “If you are Deaf or hard of hearing where did you first learn to sign?” the
Deaf or hard of hearing participants answered in alignment with their parents’ hearing status.
The figure 14 gives the overall picture of the participants’ answers.
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Figure 14. Where Deaf Participants learned to sign
Participants could choose more than one options and we received 69 answers. Those who
came from a Deaf family either having two or one Deaf/hard of hearing parent, a percentage
of 43% (n=19/44), chose the answer “Family (parents and siblings)”, whereas some of them
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(n=4/19) picked additional options. Most of the participants coming from a hearing family
57% (n=25/44), chose more than one answer. All of them indicated that they learned to sign
outside of their family (see figure 15) and seven (n=7/25) picked as a supplementary choice
“Family (parents and siblings)” as well.
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Figure 15. Correlation of family status and where Deaf Participants first learned to sign
The twenty-five informants, d/Deaf adults from hearing families who learned SL outside of
their family gave 40 answers. More than one third of the given answers showed that, d/Deaf
participants learned to sign from friends outside school, 36% (n=11/40), some from school
pupils, 32% (n=10/44), and the remaining 32%(n=10/44) from school staff or teachers and
“Other” referring to places such as the National Union of the Deaf, a basketball team, the
National theater for the Deaf as places that the deaf participants first learned SL. (see figure
16)
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Figure 16. Where Deaf adults of hearing families first learned to sign
Overall, in the case of the participants that came from a hearing family, Deaf friends outside
or within the school seemed to play a significant role to introduce them to SL and the Deaf
community.
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Hearing Practitioners (10 - 18)
In this section, information is gathered about hearing practitioners’ skills in Sign Language
(SL) and the existing practices (courses, materials) in sign language training in partners’
countries.
In this section information was given by all participating countries except for the Czech
Republic. The Czech informant didn’t reply in any question of this section. Consequently, the
number of participants in this section was 96 and the countries involved was Bulgaria,
Switzerland, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Russia, Ukraine and USA. The data selected for the questions 10-18 has
been analysed in order to illustrate the overall picture of the participating countries and the
situation in each country on the topic examined.
On the question 10: “Is sign language knowledge a prerequisite for practitioners involved in
the education of the deaf/hard of hearing students, in the public sector?”, five participants
out of the 97 didn’t answer including the Czech one. Most of the 92 participants answered
positively (see figure 17), either selecting “Yes” (54%, n=53/92) or “Partially” (25%, n=22/92),
a total of 79% positive answers. Only the 14% (n=12/92) gave a negative answer.
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Figure 17. Practitioner SL knowledge in the public sector
Figure 18 below, shows the exact picture illustrated for each country. For Greece, Bulgaria
Switzerland, Cyprus, France, Ukraine and USA, SL knowledge constitutes a prerequisite for
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practitioners involved in the education of the deaf/hard of hearing students in the public
sector.
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Figure 18. Practitioner SL knowledge in the public sector per country
In Switzerland, Cyprus and Ukraine all participants agree that SL knowledge is a qualification
for practitioners, teachers or other specialists working in schools for the deaf and services
supporting parents of Deaf/hard of hearing children whenever they exist. Almost all Greek
informants but one gave a positive answer. Positive responses prevail for France, Bulgaria
and USA as well where most participants chose “Yes” (FR n=11/18, BG (n=6/11), USA n=3/5)
considering SL knowledge as a prerequisite for practitioners in the education of the
Deaf/hard of hearing in the public sector. A positive picture emerges for Denmark and
Poland as well. In these two countries, “Yes” and “Partially” responses prevailed compared
to the negative answers (DK n=2/3, PL n=3/5). For Italy Ireland, Netherlands and Russia all
participants replied by choosing “Partially” expressing a positive opinion showing that SL
knowledge does not constitute a precondition in all cases in the public sector which may
implies lack of obligatory legislation. SL does not seem to constitute a key qualification for
Malta and Croatia. All informants from Croatia responded negatively where most Maltese
participants (MT n=4/7) picked “No” regarding the SL knowledge for the public sector.
As for question 10, some participants didn’t give any answer for the question 11 investigating
SL knowledge in the private sector. Overall, the submitted answers were 91. The picture
created for all participant countries was positive with almost half of the responses being
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“Yes” and a 28% being “Partially”, illustrating an almost similar image between the two
sectors with the public sector being at the forefront of the private sector.
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Figure 19. Practitioner SL knowledge in the private sector
Focusing on each participant country, the findings for the private sector seem approximately
similar to those found for the public sector.
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Figure 20. Practitioner SL knowledge in the Private sector per country
For Greece (n=17/25), Switzerland (n=2/2), Cyprus(n=2/2), France (n=10/18), and Ukraine
(n=2/2) positive answers prevail as for the public sector. For these countries except for
Greece the numbers are identical between the two sectors. For Greece the picture is slightly
different with a reduction of the “Yes” answers (n=17/25) and a raise of “Partially” ones
(n=5/25).
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For Bulgaria comparing public and private sector findings are slightly different. Most
participants of those who answered, choose “Partially” (n=6/11) and the remaining picked
“Yes” showing that SL knowledge is not an obligatory qualification for practitioners in the
private sector.
A positive picture emerges for Denmark, Poland and USA as well. In these countries, “Yes”
and “Partially” responses prevailed compared to the negative answers (DK n=2/3, PL n=3/5,
USA n=3/5). For Italy, Netherlands and Norway all participants replied by choosing “Partially”
expressing a positive opinion showing that SL knowledge does not constitute a required
qualification in all cases in the private sector identically as in the public one. SL does not
constitute a prerequired knowledge for Malta, Ireland, Croatia and Russia in the private
sector. For Croatia and Malta, the given answers are identical for the public and the private
sector. All informants from Ireland and Russia responded negatively for the private sector
whereas for the public sector they preferred partially implying that SL knowledge sometimes
is required for the public sector and sometimes it is not.
On the question “If yes/partially, what level of SL competence is required?” which refers to
both sectors, only 75 participants answered. All informants from Croatia, Czech Republic and
Cyprus abstained from this question. Consequently, the information about the level of SL
competence required by the practitioners working in the field, either the public or the private
sector, is only for the 14 out of the 17 countries involved in the study.
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Figure 21. Practitioner competence in SL
Most responses from the fourteen participant countries, supported that the required level
of SL competence for practitioners was proficient constituting the 53% (n=38/75), of the
answers. “Functional communication” was the second choice of informants’ answers.
The findings on the country level are illustrated in figure 22 below.
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Figure 22. Practitioner SL competence in SL per country
For six countries, Greece, Bulgaria, France, Switzerland, Poland and USA a proficient level of
SL competence prevailed compared to functional competence according to participants
opinion. For Denmark, Ireland, Ukraine and Russia answers supported that the required SL
competence level for practitioners is “functional competence”. “Other” was the only choice
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from participants from Italy, the Netherlands and Norway. Some of them specified “None!
Depending on the function, people are trained in-house. Educational competence is what is
required” by a Dutch informant or “it depends” by an Italian one or “30 ECTS basic training
for teaching Norwegian Sign Language as a subject” by a participant from Norway.
Maltese given answers (n=3/7) were equally divided among proficient (n=1/3), functional
communication (n=1/3) and other (n=1/3), illustrating an ambiguous picture for Malta
regarding the required level of SL knowledge for practitioners in the education of the
Deaf/hard of hearing in the public and/or private sector.
Overall, these finding shows that in most countries (n=6/14) the required SL level was
“proficient” followed by “functional communication” (n=4/14) and “other” (n=3/14) with
Malta giving an unclear image.
The question “Is teaching SL to hearing practitioners involved in the education of the
deaf/hard of hearing well-established nationwide?” examines the services offered to hearing
practitioners on learning SL in each country. On this question the given responses were 89
out of 97. As mentioned above, the country which refrained from this question was the Czech
Republic.
Following informants’ opinion, the overall picture for Europe (see figure 23) was that the
services for teaching SL offered to hearing practitioners involved in the education for the
deaf/hard of hearing children are partially developed. More than half of the informants
chose “partially” (n=48/89) a 54%.
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Figure 23. Well-established teaching of SL to hearing practitioners
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Figure 24 demonstrates the participants’ opinions at national level. Half of the countries
involved, eight out of the 16 Greece, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland Russa
and USA seem to have partially developed facilities for teaching SL to hearing practitioners,
since most of the participant picked “Partially” regarding the existence of well-established
programmes. A positive picture is demonstrated for Switzerland, Croatia and Ukraine from
their informants’ choices.
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Figure 24. Well-established teaching of SL to hearing practitioners per country
A vague image was created by participants’ responses from France and Denmark although
positive if yes/partially answers were combined. Especially for Denmark each of the three
participants picked a different answer, equally choosing “Yes”, “No” and “Partially”. Similarly,
French informants picked equally “No” (n=7/17) and “Partially” (n=7/17) and in addition gave
three positive answers (n-=3/17), a finding suggesting

probably a developing situation.

Findings for Bulgaria, Malta and Cyprus are negative concerning the establishment of
teaching SL to hearing practitioners since most participants chose “No”. In particular for
Cyprus all informants answered “No”, whereas for Malta nobody gave a positive answer.
According to the above a possible conclusion could have been that apart for the three
previously mentioned countries where the situation was recorded as well-established Switzerland, Croatia and Ukraine – for the remaining countries that the choice of “partially”
prevailed, the state can be interpreted as progressive although not sufficient.
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The question 14 “If yes/partially, in which sector does it take place?” was answered by 67
participants as it was expected, according to the positive answers (yes/partially) that were
selected for the previous question thirteen (13).
From the given 67 answer, (see figure 25) it becomes obvious that both sectors are involved
in the offered services for SL teaching to practitioners in the education of the deaf/hard of
hearing children in most countries involved in the study in Europe.
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Figure 25. Sector that SL teaching takes place
An attentive overview would suggest that the public sector seems to play a significant role
compared to the private one taking into consideration the combination of “Both” and
“Public” answers (88%, n=59/67).
Figure 26 presents the findings for each participant country.
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Figure 26. Sector that SL teaching takes place per country
Question 14 wasn’t answered by participants from Croatia, Cyprus and the Czech Republic,
which didn’t contribute at all in the third section about the hearing practitioners as has
already mentioned above.
The priority of the public sector is clearly supported by all the responses from the
Netherlands and Norway whereas for Bulgaria and Poland the public sector prevails for SL
teaching to practitioners. All participants from Switzerland, Italy, Ireland, Russia and Ukraine
picked “Both” denoted a balanced contribution of both sectors in the services provided for
teaching SL to practitioners. On the given answers from Greek and French participants the
choice of “Both” conquers followed by the “Public” response, a finding which shows that the
public sector is somehow at the front compared to the private sector. On the contrary most
American participants chose “Both” but none picked the public sector, demonstrating a
possible precedence of the private services in USA. Finally, the opinions of all informants
from Denmark and Malta are equally separated between “Both” and “Public” showing again
a probable priority of the public services.
The next question explores the years of training which are required for the first diploma
which corresponds to a functional communication level. This question had less responses
(n=66 /97) than the previous related ones (question 13 n=89/ 97 and 14 n=67/97).
Informants from the Czech Republic, Croatia, Cyprus and Ireland didn’t participate in this
question. The responses of each participating country present quite diverse picture. Working
on the overview of answers, a precedence to “Four” years followed by “One” and then by
“Three” years is observed (figure 27). However, it is not clear if this finding corresponds to
participants’ opinions about the number of years needed to acquire the first diploma or to
the number of years which are demanded by the established national programmes for the
first diploma.
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Figure 27. Years of SL training to functional communication level
As illustrated in figure 28 below, on the national level it is observed that for Greece, Russia
and USA most participants supported that the needed years for functional communication
are four. For France and Switzerland are three. All responses from Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway and Ukraine were “One”. Similarly, most participants from Bulgaria noted that one
year is required for someone to acquire first diploma in SL and the same opinion was
expressed by the one Maltese informant responded to this question. This last observation
for Malta is in line with previous Maltese’s answers indicating once again that teaching SL to
hearing practitioners involved in the education of the Deaf/hard of hearing hardly takes place
in Malta.
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Figure 28. Years of SL training to functional communication level per country
For Poland the three given answers are equally shared among the one, three and more than
four years, showing participants disagreement about the needed years for the first SL
diploma. The same is recorded for Denmark, where the two participants chose equally one
and two years of training. As mentioned earlier, these last findings constitute clear evidence
of the differences on how informants understand terminology as for example the term
“functional communication level” in this question.
On question 16, which was about the published materials available for teaching SL to adults
at national level, we received 91 answers out of 97. All countries were represented by the
given answers except for the Czech Republic.
The overall picture in all participant countries but, one is positive. Most informants in most
participating countries support that there are published materials for teaching SL to adults,
practitioners and parents (see figure 29).
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Figure 29. Published materials for teaching SL to adults
At national level we observe that Cyprus is the only country that participants clearly denoted
the lack of materials for teaching SL to adults.
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Figure 30. Published materials for teaching SL to adults per country
For Greece, France, Bulgaria and Poland most participants answered positively by picking
“Yes” regarding the existing materials for teaching SL, where for the remaining countries all
participants had responded positively (see figure 30).
Interestingly, for Greece the numbers of positive (n=10/26) and negative answers (n=9/26)
are very close, showing that there is not a clear consensus about the existence of published
materials for teaching SL.
In addition, the positive answers recorded for Malta and Bulgaria may seem contradictive
with the fact that most Maltese and Bulgarian informants previously supported (question 13)
that teaching SL to hearing adults is not well- established.
However, from personal communication with the Maltese’s respondents, we were informed
that

there

is

an

online

dictionary,

which

can

be

found

on:

https://mlrs.research.um.edu.mt/resources/lsm/” and that “CRPD, the Commission for the
Rights of Persons with Disability […] had created two sign language books which can be
downloaded on https://crpd.org.mt/maltese-sign-language/”, and they are open-source.
For Bulgaria the contradiction in participants’ answers in question 13 and 16 couldn’t be
clarified.
Question 17 was about access to available materials at national level. On this question, 69
participants out of 97 replied although, the positive answers on question 16 about the
existing published materials was 63. On this question, participants could choose more than
one answer and we analysed their responses by calculating all the different choices (n=154)
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that they made. As was expected there weren’t responses from Cyprus and the Czech
Republic.
The overview of participants choices showed that according to their opinion materials for
teaching SL to adults are usually supplied by the training centres only to the students’ centres
or they are private published. The existence of open-source materials was also chosen by the
informants (see figure 31).
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Figure 31. Access to SL materials for teaching SL to hearing adults
A closer look on the data showed that on national level for Greece, Bulgaria, Denmark and
Poland participants first choice was “Supplied by training centres only to students”. For the
remaining countries we have a divergent picture (see figure 32).
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Figure 32. Access to SL materials for teaching SL to hearing adults per country
For the Netherlands and Switzerland participants’ opinions equally divided to “Private
published” and “Supplied by training centres only to students”. For France the choices of
“Open source” and “Supplied by training centres only to students” have been equally picked
by participants and conquered to their answers. Participants from Ireland, Ukraine and
Russia equally chosen “Open source”, “Private published” and “Supplied by training centres
only to students”. For Norway we observed a similar picture among the choices of “Open
source”, “Private published” and “Supplied by the state”. Informants from Italy equally chose
“Opens source” and “Private published”. For Malta, most participants chose that the
available materials are open source, referring to the online dictionary (university) and the
CRPD books mentioned in the previous question. The respondent clarified that someone can
buy the SL books from a book store and that these books have some very basic signs. All
participants form Croatia picked “Private published” a choice which prevailed on
participants’ picks from USA.
The last question of this section was an open question asking participants to add any
information or any comment that would illustrate the status of teaching SL to adults,
practitioners and parents of deaf or hard of hearing children in their country.
This question was completed by 48 out of the 97 participants that contributed to the study.
All countries but Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Ukraine and Italy added some
comments. Table 2 shows responses given on question 18 per country. Most of the
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comments provided additional information to the previously answered closed questions,
broadening our understanding about the situation of each participant country.

Table 2: Responses on question 18 per country
COUNTRY

NO OF RESPONSES

1

GR

15

2

BG

7

3

CH

0

4

CRO

1

5

CY

0

6

CZE

0

7

DK

2

8

FR

6

9

IT

0

10

IRL

1

11

NL

1

12

MT

7

13

NO

1

14

PL

1

15

RUS

1

16

UA

0

17

USA

5

Total

48

For Greece, five of the comments were about the need to teach hearing parents of deaf/hard
of hearing children SL in order to develop their communication skills. One participant wrote
“There are no organized SL courses for parents” and another one “[…] there is a lack of
teaching GSL [Greek Sign Language] to hearing parents of deaf children. This should be
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undertaken by the state free of charge, so that the level of communication with their children
is improved.”
One comment emphasized the importance of cooperating with the Deaf community “[…]
and above all cooperation and interaction with the deaf community”, some others
highlighted the need (a) to train SL trainers and develop a curriculum for teaching SL to
adults, (b) to train all hearing teachers working in the field to acquire high SL skills.
“Compulsory high language proficiency should be required for all teachers working in the
field”.
An additional information was that teaching SL to adults in Greece takes place mainly in the
private sector: “Teaching is implemented in about 25-30 private "schools" in large cities in
Greece with most of them operating in Athens”, and regarding SL materials some comments
referred to the need to develop new materials and a special curriculum for adults while
others noted that the available materials for children and teenagers can also be used for
adults or at least be slightly modified.
Comments from Bulgaria highlighted the role of the Union of the Deaf in Bulgaria (UDB) on
teaching SL to hearing adults, (five out of seven comments). The other two mentioned that
“Teachers in schools for the deaf child don`t know SL perfectly” pointing out the lack of SL
knowledge even by the professionals in the field.
One Croatian participant noted: “There are several sign language courses [in Croatia], but
their programmes and methods vary. We need to know more about sign language teaching.
Croatian association of sign language interpreters started a discussion with all the
teachers/educators of sign language to agree that all courses should follow CEFR for sign
languages”.
One comment from Denmark was quite descriptive about the situation in the country and
the attitude of the hearing community towards SL: “Because of the prevalent attitude
towards spoken language almost no parents of deaf or HH children are being encouraged to
learn SL in order to communicate with their children. Access to SL only happens if the parents
themselves are Deaf - or if their children for some reason do not develop spoken language
skills (e.d. if the hearing aids or CI don't work or if the child for some reason cannot profit of
those). Usually, it happens when the child is around 5 years old. The municipality in which the
family lives will pay for the SL training. As a teacher at a Deaf School, you are offered courses
in SL. The level of those courses corresponds to the first year of a bachelor's degree in SLI. As
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a hearing teacher of Deaf children with no prior knowledge of SL you can begin teaching while
learning SL.” SL seems to be used as “the last hope” if all the other methods have not been
successful for deaf/hard of hearing children to develop spoken language.
French participants confirmed the existence of private published and open-source materials
for SL teaching and added the information that all teachers despite working in the public or
the private sector can apply for professional training. Associations of the Deaf seem to play
an important role to SL training according to the informants’ opinions. However, most
comments from France referred to the underestimation of the SL by the hearing community:
“here the need for LS for children is very misunderstood by the state and by hearing people.
the medical sector still wants to make the deaf speak and be heard”, “No priority over
French”, despite the persistent efforts of the Deaf community.
A stimulating positive information has been added about Ireland: “We have an interesting
sign language support scheme funded by the Department of Education for parents of deaf
children to learn sign language in the family home. Teachers working in schools for deaf
children can avail of free in-service training provided by the school”.
All participants from Malta commented that learning and teaching SL is still on a basic level.
“Currently Malta only has two trained Maltese Sign Language teachers who work on a part
time basis”. One Deaf participant wrote: “We have no available courses / material that focus
on teaching sign language to adults / practitioners / parents of deaf children in Malta. We
only have two Deaf sign language teachers who teach basic sign language to anyone
interested from the public”, and a hearing one “there is a weekly course that opens once a
year, that teaches basic sign language to hearing adults”.
A comment stressed the lack of awareness of the importance of SL: “It is not obligatory for
certain sectors in the community and so its importance is still insufficient” and a hearing
parent of a deaf/hard of hearing child noted: “Through my experience, I was never
encouraged to learn sign Language. It was only through self- interest as a parent and help of
friends to seek help from the deaf community […]”.
A comment from the Netherlands describes a difficult situation at least at schools “I'm not
fully aware of what schools do, I know that, but the end result is a mess, I would say, with at
least some professionals thinking they're proficient while not so, and others thinking that for
their function (say, speech therapist), basic communication skills in SL suffices”.

The
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significance of SL seems to be underestimated by the practitioners working on deaf/hard of
hearing children language development.
A thought- provoking statement from one Norwegian informant “[f]or parents of deaf and
hard of hearing children, a 40-week training programme distributed over the child's first 16
years of life is offered by the state in collaboration with the private sector and with a
structured curriculum” elicits more questions about the efficiency of this programme for
covering parents’ communicational needs with their deaf/hard of hearing children.
The information given about Poland was that “there are many schools and courses providing
sign language courses, there is also a university providing Polish Sign Language Studies
[however] certification [is] still outside of academic engagement” and in addition there are
“few deaf SL teachers, so that they could be the main group of the teachers for deaf children
and of SL.”
About Russia the information is that SL training is at an initial stage.
The information given for USA are contradictive. One participant wrote “SL has a status of a
foreign language and is taught in all levels of education” while the other notes “[m]ost deaf
children are sent to public mainstream schools where they are the only deaf person on the
campus, and their hearing families do not use ASL”.
A third comment which probably illustrates a more realistic situation, mentioned “[…] Right
now, unless parents are proactive and resourceful, they will have a hard time finding ways to
learn sign language to any meaningful degree. The default option is consistently to avoid,
miss out on, or to be overwhelmed by what it takes to learn to sign”.
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Families of Deaf/ hard of hearing Children (19 – 39)
The fourth section, information was collected concerning the needs of hearing parents and
their attitude towards SL and the Deaf community. Most questions of this section were
answered by 97 participants from all participating countries.
On question 19 “Are there early intervention programmes providing services to families of
deaf and/or hard of hearing children soon after the diagnosis in your country?” we received
97 responses.
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Figure 33. Early intervention programmes providing services to families of deaf and/or
hard of hearing children
As shown in figure 33 above, most participants replied positively, 59% (n=57/97), 18%
(n=18/97) replied negatively and 23% (n=22/97) noted that “they don’t know”, indicating
that in Greece there are intervention programmes offered to families of deaf and/or hard of
hearing children.
Figure 34 presents participants responses per country. For all countries we have some
positive answers if not all, except for Russia. Participants from Czech Republic noted that
they don’t know. Especially interesting are the numbers of negative and positive answers
for Bulgaria, France and Malta which seem to be somehow contradictory.
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Early Intervention Programmes per Country
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Figure 34. Existing early intervention programmes providing services to families of deaf
and/or hard of hearing children per country
For Bulgaria from the 14 answers that we received, five were positive, five were negative and
the remaining were “I don’t know”, illustrating an absolutely opposing picture. An unclear
picture for the existence of early intervention programmes is given for France as well, since
form the eighteen answers six were positive, five negative and the remaining they didn’t
know. Similarly, responses from Malta create almost a comparable image, with three positive
answers, two negative and the remaining two denoting “I don’t know”.
Overall, these data seem to indicate that in most countries participating in our research
(n=13/17), there are services offered to parents and deaf or hard of hearing children after
the diagnosis, for three countries there is a blurred picture, probably demonstrating the
existence of some intervention programmes but not on a regular basis and/or not in all
country and for one country (RUS) there is an absolutely negative response.
The four questions that follow, 20, 21, 22, 23, are related to the positive answers which were
given concerning the existing early intervention programmes in the participant countries.
These questions were meant to be answered only by those participants (n=17/36) that gave
a “Yes” response on question 19, but for each of the questions 20, 21, 22, 23 a different
number of replies was recorded in our data. In order to be consistent with the rational of the
questionnaire the data used for the analysis of these four questions were based only on the
answers of the 57 participants who replied positively on question 19. On line with that the
two countries that have no intervention programmes or our informants didn’t know about
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their existence Russia and the Czech Republic respectively were excluded from the analysis
of the questions 20,21,22,23.
Question 20, was about the involvement of d/Deaf or hard of hearing practitioners in early
intervention programmes in each country. Findings from all involved countries illustrated a

negative picture about the participation of d/Deaf or hard of hearing practitioners in early
intervention programmes because from the 57 answers, 46% (n=26/57) were “No”, 40%
(n=23/57) “Sometimes” and only 14% (n=8/57) were “Yes”.
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Figure 35. Involvement of d/Deaf and hard of hearing practitioners in the existing early
intervention programmes for families of deaf and/or hard of hearing children per country
Analyzing the findings for each participant country (figure 35), it is observed that d/Deaf
adults are involved in early intervention programmes only in Switzerland and Ukraine. In
Bulgaria positive answers either “Yes” or “Sometimes” prevail to negative answers. In France
findings are contradictive since one participant (n=1/6) answered “Yes”, two (n=2/6)
“Sometimes” and three “No” (n=3/6), probably indicating that the presence of d/Deaf
practitioners in intervention for deaf/hard of hearing children is not ensured. A similar
conclusion can be drawn for Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway and USA for which all
informants answered “Sometimes”.
Results for six of the fifteen countries: Greece, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Malta and Poland
suggested that there are no d/Deaf/hard of hearing practitioners working or having any
significant role in current early intervention programmes.
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In other words, the role of d/Deaf adults is underestimated in intervention services offered
to families of deaf/hard of hearing children in many European countries.
Question 21 was about the language used by d/Deaf adults involved in services offered to
families of deaf and/or hard of hearing children and it was answered by 40 participants out
of the 57 who answered positively question 19 about the existence of early intervention
programmes in their country. Seventeen participants who had replied positively about
existing early intervention programmes, among which were the participants from Croatia
and Cyprus didn’t answer.
The overall picture concerning the language used by Deaf adults participating in support
services for families of deaf and hard of hearing children is demonstrated in figure 36 below.
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Figure 36. Language used by d/Deaf adults involved in services offered to families of deaf
and/or hard of hearing children
“Sign Language” was selected by 65% of the respondents (n=26/40) and 33% (n=13/40)
chose “Signed and spoken language”, meaning that all participants believe that whenever
d/Deaf adults are somehow involved in intervention services, they use at least a mode of
signed language in their communication with hearing families of deaf and hard of hearing
children.
For each partner country we observed the following (see figure 37):
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Figure 37. Language used by d/Deaf adults involved in services offered to families of deaf
and/or hard of hearing children per country
In seven out of the 13 countries that we had answers on this question, CH, DK, IT, IRL, NL,
NO, UA sign language is the only mode of communication used by d/Deaf adults in the
existing intervention programmes. In four countries GR, BG, PL, USA participants chose either
“Sign Language” or “Signed and Spoken Language” and maltase’s participants picked only
“Signed and Spoken Language”. For Greece the use of both modes prevails over the use of
sign language whereas for Bulgaria and USA we observe the opposite. For Poland “Sign
Language” and “Signed and Spoken Language” seem to be equally used by deaf adults in
intervention programmes. The use of oral language by d/Deaf adults supporting families of
deaf and hard of hearing children emerges only for France. French participants selected all
possible choices with “Sign Language” and “Signed and Spoken Language” to prevail over
“Oral Language”.
Despite the limited involvement of d/Deaf or hard of hearing practitioners in intervention
services -as illustrated in question 20- whenever they are involved the use of “Sign Language”
and/or “Signed and Spoken Language” constitutes an indication of acceptance of their
language and cultural identity. However, in countries that the use of both languages, signed
and spoken, prevails or at least constitute an equal choice when compared to the use of SL
only, could be interpreted as a lack of recognition of the national SL, and /or a weak Deaf
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identity of the d/Deaf adults involved, in relation with their insignificant role in intervention
services showed in the previous answers.
Question 22 “Do professionals in intervention programmes recommend the deaf and/or hard
of hearing children be taught a sign language?” had 56 responses out of the 57 participants
who answered positively about the existing early intervention programmes in their country.
The recommendation for teaching SL to deaf and/or hard of hearing children by professionals
in intervention programmes does not seem to be strongly supported by the recorded results.
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Figure 38. Recommendation of SL for teaching deaf and hard of hearing children
Most participants, 64% (n=36/56) answered “Sometimes”, and the remaining equally
responded “Yes” 18% (n=10/56), and “No” 18% (n=10/56).
None of the countries participated in our research gave a clear positive answer about the
recommendation deaf and/or hard of hearing children to learn a sign language by
professionals. As shown in figure 38 below, in most countries, “Sometimes” prevails in
participants’ responds if not the only choice. Denmark is the only country where all
participants clearly denoted that SL is not recommended to hearing parents of deaf/ hard of
hearing children by professionals in the field.
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Figure 39. Recommendation of SL for teaching deaf and hard of hearing children per
country
Professionals still do not consider SL as deaf/hard of hearing children’s first language, nor do
they approach it as a substantial tool for teaching deaf/hard of hearing children.
Question 23 in which more information was asked about early intervention programmes in
each country: “Please give additional information, such as contacts, websites etc. about
available services that support families of deaf or hard of hearing children in your country.”
31 answers were given (n=31/57) by the participants who replied positively on question 19.
The countries that replies were Bulgaria Switzerland, Croatia, Denemark, France, Greece,
Malta, Netherland, Norway Poland and USA (see figure 39).
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Figure 40. Answers with additional information for early intervention programmes per
country
Most answers referred to national associations of the Deaf (Bulgaria, Poland), national
institutes for the deaf (Greece), associations of parents of hearing-impaired children,
educational, rehabilitation and speech and language therapy organisations, pediatric clinics
for CI (Netherland, Croatia etc.). One participant from the Netherlands wrote: “it's all run by
the two large educational organisations that are little transparent to the outside world”. A
comment from Denmark was “In Denmark the main goal is to teach Deaf children to speak.
The prevalent attitude is that any exposure to SL will delay those children's spoken language
skills. It means SL is only offered as a last resort for the families (unfortunately). The invention
programme in which deaf children and their parents are being enrolled upon diagnosis is
called AVT (Audio Verbal Therapy) […]” and another one from France mentioned: “Depending
on their choice of communication, families can benefit from LSF or equipment and oral. For
the LSF, it is the FNSF that provides information on sites, resources and procedures depending
on where you live. This last comment does not specify how parents reach to a decision about
their preferable mode of communication, sign language, speech or both before they address
to the appropriate organization which is crucial after the diagnosis.
On question 24 “Do you think it is crucial to involve Deaf role models in services that support
families of deaf or hard of hearing children?” we received 90 out of 97 answers. On the scale
between “1” not at all crucial to “5” absolutely crucial, most participants chose 5, 89%
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(n=80/90), clearly denoting that they consider the role of Deaf adults as role models
absolutely crucial to support families of deaf or hard of hearing children.
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Figure 41. Involvement of d/Deaf adults as role models in services that support families of
deaf or hard of hearing children
For each country, we observed the following schema (see figure 42). All participants from
Switzerland, Croatia, Cyprus, Italy, Ireland, Netherland, Malta, Ukraine, USA considered the
role of Deaf role models for families absolutely crucial by choosing 5 on the scale between
“1” not at all crucial to “5” absolutely crucial. Similarly, almost all Bulgarian, Greek and
French respondents had the same opinion. Participants from Russia gave a 4 considering
Deaf practitioners crucial in intervention services. Opinions from Poland are almost divided
between 5 (n=3/5) and 4 (n=2/5), from Denmark we observe that one participant chose 5
and one 3 and participant from Czech Republic didn’t answer.
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Figure 42. Involvement of d/Deaf adults as role models in services that support families of
deaf or hard of hearing children per country
On question 25 “Is there any information given to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children
about the Deaf community in your country?” we received 91 responses instead of 97 that
was all participants in the research.
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Figure 43. Information given to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children about the Deaf
community
Most answers were “Sometimes” 53% (n=48/91), a finding which reveals that information
about the Deaf Community does not always reach the parents of deaf and/or hard of
hearing children with ease, after the diagnosis.
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Figure 44. Information given to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children about the Deaf
community per country
Analysing answers among countries the most interesting is that all participants from the
Netherlands, Russia and Ukraine chose “Yes”, supporting with certainty that information
about the Deaf community is shared to the parents of deaf/hard of hearing children.
The fact that “Sometimes” prevails in participants’ answers in 14 out of 17 countries, shows
that it is not certain that parents will be well informed about the existing Deaf community
and what it is like to be Deaf, before they chose the mode of communication and the
educational programme that better match to their deaf / hard of hearing child’s needs. No
information is given from the Czech participant who picked “I don’t know”
On question 26, “If yes/sometimes, who provides this information?” we accepted all
answers despite they were negative or “I don’t know” in the previous related question
considering that although these participants were skeptical about the information given
about the deaf community, they could have an opinion about who gives it. So, question 26
was responded by 76 participants from the 97 and there were 187 different answers due to
the fact that they could pick more than one of the five choices, which were Public local
organisations, Private local organisations, Local and national d/Deaf community
organizations, Individuals (e.g. other parents of deaf or hard of hearing children) and
Friends. Contributor from the Czech Republic didn’t answer question 26.
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The most common choice among all participants was the Local and National Deaf
community organizations by 31% (n=58/187), Individuals, other parents of deaf or hard of
hearing children followed with a percentage of 26% (n=48/187), public organizations- local
organisations 18% (n=34/187), friends with a percentage of 17% (n=32/187) and 8% (n=
15/187) chose Private local organizations.
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Figure 45. Who provides the information to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children
about the Deaf community in each country?
In other words, parents seem to be informed about the Deaf community by the community
itself. The fact that the Deaf organisations is the prior resource for families of deaf/hard of
hearing children, raises a question about the timing when this information is accessible to
parents with respect to the time of the diagnosis. Usually, parents meet the local Deaf
organisations long after the procedure of diagnosis has completed, maybe years after it,
when already have done their choices for their children preferable communication mode
and educational process.
Overall, for our informants, local and national Deaf community organizations as well as
other parents of deaf or hard of hearing children having the experience of how it is to be
deaf/hard of hearing or raising a deaf/ hard of hearing child are the prior resources to share
the information about the Deaf community, meaning that parents have to look for this
information by themselves, or find it accidentally.
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Looking at the answers recorded for each country (see figure 46) we observe that except
for the Switzerland, Cyprus, Denmark, Norway and Russia friends’ contribution is significant
as well.
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Figure 46. Who provides the information to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children
about the Deaf community per country
For the three countries, the Netherlands, Russia and Ukraine, who supported with certainty
that information about the Deaf community reaches the parents of deaf/hard of hearing
children, emerges that this information is shared by all possible ways for the Netherlands,
for Russia equally through the Public local organization, Local and National Deaf community
organizations and individuals, parents of other deaf/hard of hearing children and for
Ukraine by Local and National Deaf community organizations and friends.
Interestingly for Greece the choice of individuals clearly prevailed whereas the Local and
national Deaf community organisations were shown to be the second source of
information. In particular, for Greece and France, we observe that if the category of friends
and the category of individuals is merged into one category, the total number covers half
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of the Greek and French participants’ choices, imposing that if parents want to be fully and
objectively informed, they have to search by themselves.
In some countries such as Bulgaria and Russia, the Local and national Deaf community
organisations and the public sector prevail compared to individuals and friends, probably
denoting a stronger governmental system which may be related to the political past of
these countries.
The restricted reference to the private sector by most participants in most part-taking
countries, indicates that private organizations, such as CI pediatric clinics and private
intervention centres, private speech and language therapy institutes or other, avoid to
inform parents about the Deaf community and the Deaf identity.
The next question 27 “Is there any information available in your country about how parents
of deaf or hard of hearing children can learn SL, after diagnosis? (like sign language courses
and materials)” 91 out of 97 participants answered.
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Figure 47. Available information about how parents of deaf or hard of hearing children can
learn SL
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As for the information about the Deaf community, similarly for learning SL the choice of
“Sometimes” (41%, n=37/91) prevails to “Yes” (34%, n=31/91) pointing out that the
participants believe that the information about how parents can learn SL after diagnosis
becomes accessible to families of deaf and hard of hearing children most of the times.
It is worth it to mention that comparing the answers about the information concerning the
Deaf community and this about learning SL we observe a slightly better picture, recording
more “Yes”, 34% (n=31/91) instead of 24% (n=22/91) for the Deaf community, than
“Sometimes” 41% (n=37/91) instead of 53% (n=48/91) for the Deaf community.
Nevertheless, the prevalence of “Sometimes” indicates that the information may not reach
parents at all or at the right time, when they will need to develop communication skills to
interact on an accessible mode with their deaf/hard of hearing children.
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Figure 48. Available information about how parents of deaf or hard of hearing children can
learn SL per country
Analysing responses from each country we observe an absolute positive answer was given
by all participants coming from Switzerland, Ireland, Norway and USA. For Bulgaria and
France positive answers prevail compare to the choice of “Sometimes” which is the case for
the remaining countries. In none of the participant countries a definitely negative answer
was recorded whereas we have no information about the Czech Republic since the only
participant from this country chose “I don’t know”.
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The question 28 “If yes, who provides this information?” was similarly analysed as the
question 26. Participants could pick more than one of the five choices, Public local
organisations, Private local organisations, Local and national d/Deaf community
organisations, Individuals (e.g. other parents of deaf or hard of hearing children) and
Friends, and 161 different answers was recorded by 66 out of 97 participants. As in the
previous questions participants from the Czech Republic didn’t answer.
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Figure 49. Who provides the information about how parents of deaf or hard of hearing
children can learn SL.
Likewise, the dissemination of the information about the Deaf community, the information
about learning SL is given by the local and national Deaf community organisations 29%
(n=47/161) and individuals, e.g., other parents of deaf and hard of hearing children 25%
(n=40/161) according to the participants’ opinion.
This finding reinforces the previous assertion about the timing, long after the diagnosis, that
parents are informed, a fact which may have serious consequences for the language
development of young deaf/ hard of hearing children.
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Figure 50. Who provides the information about how parents of deaf or hard of hearing
children can learn SL per country?
A closer look on the answers selected from each country shows that all countries except for
the Netherlands and Russia refer to the local and national Deaf community organisations
as significant providers of information about SL. Local and national Deaf community
organizations is the only choice of Danish and Ukraine respondents. For Bulgaria and Malta
local and national Deaf community organisations seem to have a salient role in sharing the
information about SL to parents, where for Greece this role is given to the individuals, other
parents of deaf or hard of hearing children. For France individuals, and friends stand out
compared to the local and national Deaf community organisations, having an equal portion
in the provision of the information about SL. The public local organizations constitute the
main source of the information about SL for Russia and seem to have a significant role for
Poland as well.
For the four countries Switzerland, Ireland, Norway and USA who supported with certainty
that information about SL reaches the parents of deaf/hard of hearing children, it is
recorded that for Switzerland this information is shared equally by public, private
organization and local and national Deaf community organizations; for Ireland it is equally
the public local organisations and local and national Deaf community organizations who
provides the information; for USA participants choose equally public, private, local and
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national Deaf community organizations and individuals; and for Norway all possible
resources are recorded equally to provide information to parents. For each country
different distribution is observed for the five likely providing options that may share the
information about how one can learn SL.
Question 29 “Are there any other available resources that support families raising deaf or
hard of hearing children?” aims to offer additional information about the support offered
to families of deaf/hard of hearing children in order to formulate a complete image for what
exists in each country. It was answered by 89 participants by the 17 countries.
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Figure 51. Other available resources that support families with deaf/hard of hearing
children
A high percentage, 76% (n=68/89) of the participants answered positively and only 5%
(n=4/89) declared the absence of any additional resources or services. These findings show
that additional local and national Deaf community centres, Deaf education services and
private centres/services contribute in all countries contribute in family support.
In some countries such as Bulgaria, France, Malta and Ukraine additional resources and
provision come again from the Deaf community. Deaf education services, kindergartens,
schools or other educational centres referred as the prevailed conveyor of supporting
families in Greece, Cyprus, Denmark and Ireland. In the last three counties educational
centres seem to be the only carriers that offer additional resources for parents of deaf and
hard of hearing children (see figure 52).
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Figure 52. Other available resources that support families with deaf/hard of hearing
children per partner country
In Poland “Local and national Deaf community centres” and “Deaf education services” seem
to have an equal significant role whereas in Italy, this divition is observed between the local
and national Deaf community centres and the private centres. For Norway, Russia and USA
the three options, the local and national Deaf community centres, the Deaf education
services and the private centres, alike constitute additional carriers of resources for
supporting families.
Participants from the Netherlands refer that in their country additional resources can be
found only in the private sector. The private sector seems to play a weighty option also for
Greece, Bulgaria and France, according to participants choices from these three countries.
On question 30 “Do you think that SL is necessary/crucial to communicate with a deaf or
hard of hearing child?” there were 91 out of 97 answers. On the scale of “1” not at all crucial
to “5” absolutely crucial, most participants 86% (n=78/91) chose 5, clearly stating that SL is
absolutely crucial to communicate and interact with deaf or hard of hearing children. A low
percentage of 11% (n=10/91) considered it less crucial by giving 4 and one participant
n=1/91 (1%) gave a medium number 3 for the significance of the SL in the communication
with deaf /hard of hearing children. Only two participants out of 91 on the scale of “1” to
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“5” gave “1” (2%), indicating that SL is not at all crucial for communication with deaf and
hard of hearing children.
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Figure 53. How crucial SL is in communication with deaf/hard of hearing children
Looking at the data per country, the precise picture is the following (see figure 54):
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Figure 54. How crucial SL is in communication with deaf/hard of hearing children per
country
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Point one “1” – not at all crucial- is given only by one participant from Bulgaria and one from
France. It is probably interesting to note that these responses were from Bulgaria from a
deaf participant and from France from a hearing one.
The medium point “3” was given only by one participant from Greece. All participants from
Ireland and Norway, one from Greece, one from Denmark and one from Poland and three
from France gave “4” (n=10/91), showing uncertainty about the significance of the use of
SL in communication of practitioners and parents with their deaf/hard of hearing children.
Question 31 was addressed only to parents of deaf and hard of hearing children about their
preferred mode of communication when interacting with their deaf or hard of hearing
children. The question was answered by 47 out of the 97 members of the questionnaire. In
this group were includes all twelve parents (n=12/97) who took part in the research and the
35 practitioners, professionals, Deaf community members, Sl teachers, teachers for the
deaf, sign language interpreters, deaf scholars, who they probably felt like to express their
opinion on the topic.
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Figure 55. Preferred mode of communication of parents with deaf/hard of hearing
children
The figure 55 depicts all participants views. Most of theme independently of their role in
the Deaf community, being parents, practitioners and professionals etc., 66% (n=31/47)
believe that SL is the preferred mode of communication among parents and their deaf
children a picture which remains unchangeable even if we separate parents form
practitioners’/professionals’ opinions.
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In particular, the answers we received from the 12 parents of deaf and hard of hearing
children -coming from Greece, Bulgaria, Malta and USA-, show that most of them chose SL
as the preferred mode of communication (n=7/12), three picked “Both oral and signed
language” and the remaining two chose “Other” commenting one “bilingual” and the other
“I have a hard of hearing child so he/she listens and talks”.
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Figure 56. Views of participants other than parents about the preferred mode of
communication of parents with deaf/hard of hearing children per partner country
Similarly, findings from the group of participants other than parents supported the choice
of “Sign Language”, 69% (n=24/35) and 31% (n=11/35) “Both, oral and Sign Language”.
Nobody chose “Oral language” or “Other”.
On country level (see figure 56), it was observed that no responses were received from
practitioners/professionals from Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Italy, Ireland, Netherland,
Norway and Russia. The practitioners and professionals from Switzerland, Denmark,
Ukraine and USA selected only “Sign Language” whereas the same choice was the preferred
one for most participants from Greece, France and Poland.
“Both, oral and Sign Language” was selected by all practitioners/professionals from Malta.
None of the practitioners or parents proposed the single use of oral language in the
communication with deaf/hard of hearing children.
The above findings indicate that most of the parents that participated in our study had a
positive attitude to the use of sign language when they communicate with their deaf/hard
of hearing children and the same is true for practitioners/professionals. Most them seem
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to believe that SL has to be the preferred mode in the interactions within families with a
deaf/hard of hearing child, an idea which has to be further explored in relation with the
true number of parents of deaf/hard of hearing children who use SL when they
communicate with their children. Practitioners may support that SL is the best mode for
parents because they tend to believe that its use has to prevail in the among family
members of deaf/hard of hearing children.
On question 32, participants were asked to express their opinion about the use of SL as a
tool to improve deaf and hard of hearing children’s oral and written language skills.
The question was responded by 91 out of 97 participants. The findings presented a similar
schema with the one observed in question 30, about the necessity of SL in communication
with deaf/ hard of hearing children.
On the scale of “1” not at all crucial to “5” absolutely crucial, most participants 85%
(n=77/91) chose 5, considering that SL facilitates deaf or hard of hearing children’s oral and
written language skills. A low percentage of 8% (n=7/91) estimated it as less crucial by giving
4, with the remaining 7% (n=7/91) selecting 2 and 1, pointing out that SL is not necessary
for the development of deaf and hard of hearing children’s oral and written language skills.
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Figure 57. SL facilitating deaf/ hard of hearing children’s oral and written language skills
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Figure 58. SL facilitating deaf/ hard of hearing children’s oral and written language skills
per country
Participants from all countries but Bulgaria Greece, France, Ireland and Poland chose a
100% only 5, supporting that SL is absolutely crucial for the development of deaf and hard
of hearing children’s oral and written skills.
All participants from Ireland chose 4 and a very small number of the Greek participants
chose 3 (n=2/24) and 4 (n=2/24) being hesitant to supported that SL is absolutely crucial by
giving a 5. Likewise, almost half of the polish participants showed an uncertainty by
choosing 3 (n=2/5). For Bulgaria, whereas most participants choose 5 (n=10/12) the
remaining two (n=2/12) from those who answered this question, denoted that SL is not at
all crucial for the development of the deaf/hard of hearing children’s language skills,
showing an existing opposition among the participants opinions within the country.
Interestingly these two responses were given by two deaf colleagues who one of them on
question 30 supported that SL is not crucial at all in the communication with deaf/hard of
hearing children and the other chose absolutely crucial.
Only one French participant (n=1/18) expressed the opinion that SL does not facilitates
deaf/hard of hearing children’s’ oral and written skills
As most questions in this section, question 33 “Are there any SL courses for parents of deaf
and hard of hearing children, for ages 0-5, before they start attending school?” was
answered by 91 participants. The overall picture seems to be positive by 47% (n=43/91) of
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the participants denoting “Yes”, 34% (n=31/91) “No” and the remaining 19% (n=17/91) “I
don’t know”.
Looking closer to the responses from each country (see figure 59) we observe that apart
from Croatia and Czech Republic that participants couldn’t give any information about the
situation in their country, for nine out of the 17 countries, Switzerland, Denmark, Italy,
Ireland, Netherland, Norway, Poland, Ukraine and USA answers are positive supporting the
existence of SL courses for parents of deaf and hard of hearing children for ages 0-5.
Positive answers prevail for France (n=/) and Malta, although French participants’ opinions
distributed between “Yes” (n=8/17) and “No” (n=5/17) are somehow contradictory.
Negative answers prevail for Greece Bulgaria Cyprus and Russia.
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Figure 59. SL courses for parents of deaf/ hard of hearing children per country
On question 34, informants were asked to specify and add any information about how
parents of deaf/hard of hearing children learn SL in their country. 46 out of 97 participants
replied. We accept answers from 13 out of 17 countries, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia and USA. From these
countries, Cyprus and Italy confirmed their previous claim in question 33 without adding
any new information. Switzerland and Ukraine although answered positively on question
33 didn’t specify about the existing SL courses for parents in their countries. Likewise French
participants didn’t answer question 34.
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For Bulgaria only six out of fourteen participants answered the question. Two mentioned:
that in Bulgaria, hearing parents are very rarely taught SL and one mentioned that “only
those whose children attend special schools for the deaf” are exposed in SL. Two referred to
“a recent project, a short programme of teaching sign language to parents of deaf/ hard of
hearing children” which was run by the “Association of parents of children with hearing
impairments” and two repeated that there are no SL courses for parents of deaf/hard of
hearing children.
Participants from Croatia although in question 33 denoted that they don’t know about the
existence of SL course for parent, in question 34 gave the information that “There is Baby
signs programme available” for parents. One of the two participants from Denmark wrote
that “Parents are rarely taught SL and almost only those with children attending special
schools for hard of hearing/deaf” despite the fact that in question 33, all participants
claimed that there are SL programmes for hearing parents.
Twelve out of the 26 Greek participants further commented on the SL courses for the
parents of deaf/hard of hearing toddlers. Most of them (76%, n=8/12), confirmed the
statement: “In Greece, parents are very rarely taught SL and only those whose children
attend special schools for the deaf”, which was given as an exemplary answer. Two
informants mentioned that occasionally Schools for the Deaf offer short courses to parents.
“I know that classes are held in 2 Special Schools of Attica” and another one mentioned “It
is quite difficult for some to accept that their child is deaf, let alone go to learn SL. So, I would
say that this ... Stage is still in development.”
The information we had from Ireland was complementary to the positive answers given in
question 33, “A home tuition service is available to all parents with DHH children”, without
specifying about teaching SL to parents of deaf/hard of hearing children at home.
All seven participants from Malta added very significant information about parents’ attitude
towards SL and the existing SL courses A Deaf SL wrote “In Malta parents are offered the
service to learn SL but most of them refuse as they think SL is not crucial and opt for the
Cochlear implant which they think will help their child hear and eventually talk. Most of this
information is given to them by their ENT doctors which think that SL will hinder the spoken
language.” Most of them explained that the SL courses are given through the ministry of
education, are very limited, not specifically designed for parents and students are taught
basic signs. Another partitioner mentioned “It is optional ... parents have to apply for
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courses with Life Long Learning - Department of Education”. Some referred that parent may
be helped by a sign language interpreter to learn SL or sign language interpreter teach SL to
their deaf/hard of hearing children.
This description is contradictive with the picture illustrated for Malta on the previous
question where most respondents replied that there are SL courses for parents of deaf and
hard of hearing children, for ages 0-5, before they start attending school.
The information that we had from the Netherlands confirmed answers in question 33,
“there are only SL courses for parent of children at a young age, and nothing afterwards”
with the comment “The child's language development continues, the parents stay at age
4/5”. Participants from Norway added the information that the existing SL courses are
specific 40-week programme for parents, called "Se mitt språk" ("See My Language")
(https://www.statped.no/tjenester/kurs/etter-soknad/foreldre-elever/se-mitt-sprak/).
Participants from Poland although answered positively in question 33 here the support that
“in Poland parents are extremely rarely taught SL (in special programs granted from UE) or
they attend normal courses (private) for hearing students (but they get public founding)”.
Participants from Russia despite the fact that there are no SL courses for parents of deaf
and hard of hearing children, some of them manage to learn SL without giving any further
information about it. Finally, the supplementary information we had from USA about the
existing SL courses, was that “Hearing parents of deaf and HOH children must seek out
courses on their own, often from local community colleges or adult education”.
Taking into account all the given answers on questions 33 and 34, and considering that in
some cases the information is not clear enough or complete, all of the countries answered
question 34, but Norway and probably the Netherlands, does not seem to have wellestablished SL courses for parents of deaf/hard of hearing children, aged 0-5 years,
especially designed to fulfil the communicational needs of the toddlers.
Question 35 “Are there any published materials for teaching SL to parents?” was responded
by 89 participants. Most countries, eleven out of seventeen, seem to have specιfic materials
for teaching SL to parents. Clear negative answers were given by participants from
Switzerland, Greece, Cyprus and Italy. All participants from Croatia and Czech Republic
noted that they don’t know. The positive answers prevailed in participants’ responses in the
following countries: Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Ireland, Netherlands, Malta, Norway,
Poland, Russia, Ukraine and USA (see figure 60 below).
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Figure 60. Published materials for teaching SL to parents of deaf/ hard of hearing children
per country
Comparing participants’ responses on question 35 with the previous findings on questions
33 and 34, Bulgarians’ prevailed positive answers (n=6/10) were not in alignment with the
previous findings where it was clearly demonstrated that in Bulgaria there were no SL
courses for parents of deaf/hard of hearing children. The same contradiction is observed
in answers from Russia between participants responses on questions 35 and 33.
For Malta, most of the participants picked “I don’t know” but among the remaining choices
the positive answers prevail to the negative ones.
The answers which were given to question 36 “Are there any SL courses for young deaf and
hard of hearing children, aged 0-5, before they start attending school?” by most participants
were negative (n=38/89). Six countries, Switzerland, Italy, Ireland, Norway, Poland and
Ukraine responded positively. For France participants’ opinions seem to be split. Among
those informants who know, five chose “Yes” and five “No”.
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Figure 61. SL courses for young deaf/ hard of hearing children per country
As shown in figure 61 all participants from Croatia, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Russia and
USA replied that they don’t know. The remaining five countries, Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus,
Denmark and Malta gave a negative answer. In these countries, the absence of SL courses
for toddlers may imply that parents delay to access the appropriate information at the early
phase of the diagnosis and deaf/ hard of hearing children usually result to go to school
without having appropriate language skills. The provision of early intervention programmes
in Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus and Malta without offering SL courses for very young children
and parents may indicate the predominance of the medical approach in the early
intervention programmes existing for deaf/hard of hearing toddlers in the afore mentioned
countries.
Question 37 examines if deaf/hard of hearing children learn SL in schools at an older age
after 5 years old. From the 90 answers given in this question, the dominant response was
that SL learning takes place in some schools.
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Figure 62. SL in schools for deaf/ hard of hearing children
The analysis of the replies per country reveals that the answer “In some schools”
predominates in nine out of the 17 countries: Switzerland, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Italy
Ireland, the Netherlands, Russia and USA. In these countries most participants if not all
supported that not all schools use and/or teach SL. For Greece, Bulgaria and Poland positive
answers conquer, probably indicating that in schools for the deaf/hard of hearing SL has a
significant role. All participants from Norway and Ukraine supported that deaf and hard of
hearing children do, learn SL in their schools whereas this is not true for Malta with all
informants choosing “No” (see figure 63).
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Figure 63. SL in schools for deaf/ hard of hearing children per country
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For Malta, answers on question 36 and 37 show that the same practice seems to be
followed for all ages, preschool and school age deaf/hard of hearing children. No provision
appears to be taken by the state to support the development of deaf /hard of hearing
children SL skills.
The overall picture indicates that teaching and using SL in schools is not a practice followed
in all cases. In all participating countries it does not seem to be compulsory by law and it is
not provided by the states. Teaching and using SL in schools is not a well-established
practice followed in all cases.
On question 38, participants who answered the previous question (37) positively have to
specify or add information on how deaf and hard of hearing children learn SL in school. In
particular, it is stated: “If you have responded yes, please comment/specify here, how they
learn SL (e.g.: In Greece, from co students, teachers)”. Fifty-one participants out of ninety
who answered positively the previous question gave additional information to question 38.
In most countries, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Cyprus, Greece, Poland, USA, the young deaf/hard
of hearing children learn SL by their co-students. The role of teachers for the deaf seems to
be crucial too.
All participants from Bulgaria noted that deaf and hard of hearing students learn SL at
school from their co-students and friends. “Deaf and hard of hearing children […] If they are
born in a hearing family, learn SL from their deaf friends”. One of them stressed that “There
is not yet official SL teaching in the schools for deaf in Bulgaria” giving significant
information for the situation in schools for the deaf in Bulgaria and added “In this case, I
assume, deaf and hard of hearing students learn SL from co- students and from their deaf
relatives and friends”. The role of Deaf families is indicated in one more statement made by
the Bulgarian participants.
Participants from Switzerland added that deaf/hard of hearing students learn SL from co
students, hearing teachers and sign language teachers. Cyprus emphasised the role of co
students by noting “[…] only in the School for the Deaf by classmates and partly by
teachers.” For Denmark the added comments were that SL is learned only in Schools for the
Deaf/hard of hearing without specifying if this takes place in all of them. Similarly, the
answers for France are that SL is taught by teachers, in Schools for the Deaf/hard of hearing
but this is still rare. One of the informants specified that this happens in 10% of the special
schools in the whole country.
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Greek participants stated that deaf/hard of hearing students learn SL at school from their
co-students and deaf and hearing teachers for the deaf, describing them as the main source
for learning SL at special schools. Three out of all Greek participants (n=3/20) referring to
teachers specified Deaf teachers only. Another respondent noted “From other Deaf
classmates and especially from Deaf children who have Deaf parents” stressing the role of
Deaf families in the process of developing SL within the community and especially the
school community. Finally, one participant added crucial information for a newly
established programme and the forthcoming materials for teaching SL in schools: “From
students, teachers and an established program from K-2nd grade. The 3rd and 4th grade is
under development”.
Interestingly the information added for the Netherlands was that “[learning SL at school]
rather varies by where people live, whether they go to special education or are
mainstreamed with an interpreter as the prime language model” implying the involvement
of interpreters for deaf/hard of hearing children in mainstream schools. However, the
presence of SL interpreters in school teaching, cannot be considered as an appropriate
practice for learning SL and does not ensure the development of deaf/hard of hearing
children’s SL skills.
For Norway despite the fact that there are SL courses for children of all ages, it seems that
their attendance depends on their parents' choice and it may be implemented “either as a
subject, or as a topic of special needs education”. In addition, Norwegians challenged SL
teachers’ language skills in their country: “teacher’s sign language skills vary greatly”.
For Poland participants support that deaf/hard of hearing children learn SL from costudents and teachers. One mentioned that in some special schools “deaf children have
additional SL courses (but it's not in the curriculum)”. Another commented that learning SL
is not obligatory and is not considered as a proper language: “[deaf/hard of hearing
children] have Polish as a language and English as a language and SL as an additional
training for disabled”.
The information recorded again for USA was that deaf/hard of hearing children learn SL
from co-students and teachers and that it is taught in some schools: “Some schools still
teach Signing Exact English, others are strictly oral, others neglect the subject altogether,
and others (mostly residential) use ASL.” One participant also referred to “Sign Language
specialists” as well as to the existence of “Bilingual Grammar Curriculum for ASL”.
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Finally, on question 38, there were no specifications about the situation in Ireland, Italy,
Russia and Ukraine who answered positively the question 37 for the existence of SL courses
in schools for the Deaf/hard of hearing students.
Question 39 also required open answers: “Please add any information or any comment that
will illustrate the status of teaching SL to parents of deaf and/or hard of hearing children in
your country”. A total number of 44 responses was given from ten countries: Bulgaria,
Croatia, Denmark, France, Greece, Malta, Netherlands, Norway and Poland and USA which
reveled different aspects regarding SL status at national level.
For Bulgaria, participants commented on the little interest of hearing parents of deaf and/or
hard of hearing children in learning SL although “[…] the Union of the Deaf in Bulgaria
annually provides SL courses in which parents of hearing- impaired children can enroll”.
Informants explained that there are not well-established programmes in Bulgaria for
learning SL either are addressed to parent or not. “Last year [2019] the Association of
parents of hearing- impaired children held a SL course for parents for the first time”. For the
existing materials: “There are no special materials for teaching SL to parents” but the
available vocabularies issued by the Union of the Deaf in Bulgaria (UDB).
Similarly for Croatia the information added was that “Interpreters Association offers online
courses [which are] not specifically [designed] for young children or their parents”.
The additional information given for Denmark about the SL courses for parents is that the
existing courses are private. “It means the parents have to pay for the lessons themselves or apply for financial support to enroll courses in SL through their municipality”.
French participants noted that FSL (LSF) is recognized by law in 2005, but they didn’t specify
if there are specifically designed courses for parents of deaf/hard of hearing children. All
comments do not seem to support the existence of well-established SL programmes: “in
France, nothing is official yet”, taking place in “associations, centres and public training
courses” “but at [parents] own personal expense and it is usually impossible because [they
are] too expensive”. One informant stressed that doctors who meet parents immediately
after the diagnosis avoid to give any information about SL and the Deaf community and
added that “most hearing parents stick to listening to the doctor, and then it can take them
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several years, if they manage to find other ways of doing things, but until [then] the child
grows up without his language and with limited communication”.
From all Greek comments it became clear that teaching SL to parents of deaf and/or hard
of hearing children in Greece has not yet been developed, although “Teaching SL to parents
is fundamental for the growth of a healthy family communication”. One participant defined
the status of teaching SL to parents of deaf and/or hard of hearing children in Greece by
writing: “It is in its infancy”. Some comments mentioned that SL is learned mainly by those
parents whose children attend Schools for the deaf, and other that few parents attend SL
lessons in the private sector. The following statements describe the situation in Greece: “It
does not exist institutionally” “[… ] there is no official program of SL teaching for parents of
deaf children, some teachers of deaf schools support SL teaching for basic communication”.
The need for exclusively-designed courses for parents “I believe that [these courses] would
not only be helpful [for parent] psychology but also more specifically [they will help parents]
develop proper/true communication between a parent and his/her child”, offered by the
state “[…] these should be taught institutionally to all parents free of charge along with
information on issues of deafness” is emphasized by many Greek participants.
As in all partner countries (GR and BG), it becomes apparent that no SL courses especially
designed for hearing parents of deaf/hard of hearing children has been developed in Malta
yet. A long statement seems to be quite descriptive of the situation that takes place in
Malta: “No courses available whatsoever, even though sometimes we receive requests from
parents. Sometimes, parents of deaf children or deaf children themselves, learn a few basic
signs from the speech therapist. There is also a very small number of parents who do the
basic sign language course with the general public, then teach the signs to their deaf
children. Sometimes, children start using a sign language interpreter at school and learn a
few signs from the interpreters.”
Two informants expressed their concern about parent avoidance to learn SL. “Most parents
are afraid to teach their children SL as they think that if the child learns SL they won't be
able to learn to talk. Plus, most of the Deaf kids have an implant and the doctors advise
them not to learn SL because it won’t help with their hearing. !!!” and one supported that
the situation is in progress. “It is slowly becoming organised, codified and appreciated.”
Comments from the Netherlands are again about the negative role doctors have on
informing parents about SL. One participant wrote: “The initial information comes from the
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medical world, who are over-optimistic about life with a CI, and make recommendations on
language development and exposure that are centred on a monolingual focus on the spoken
language. We're back to before 1980 in that sense, where sign language wasn't even seen
as a tool (let alone an important language), but merely as something that will deter the child
from acquiring speech. So sad, and so unnecessary”.
“Sign language is not recognized as a language in Poland” and similarly as in France, the
Netherlands and Malta “hearing parents are informed about cochlear implant precisely, but
not about SL courses”, illustrating a picture that in several countries in Europe, SL is avoided
by the medical community considering it as an obstacle for deaf/hard of hearing children
developing speech. These last comments indicate the lack of acceptance of SL at European
level for deaf/hard of hearing children’s communication and language development on
behalf of the medical community which exerts a great influence on hearing parents’ choices
on their children upbringing.
Comparing the answers form the three partner countries Greece, Bulgaria and Malta
becomes apparent that in none of these countries there are SL courses especially designed
for hearing parents of deaf/hard of hearing children, but the situation seems to be
developing to a certain extent depending on the national resources. The same seems to be
true for Croatia and Poland and probably for the Netherlands and France. The
circumstances seem to be slightly better for Denmark since the comments refer to the
existence of SL courses on the private sector without any other negative remark.
Comments from Malta and Bulgaria also stressed that only few hearing parents consider
learning SL crucial for their communication with their children and the development of their
children’s language skills.
Contrary to the above information for USA and Norway are positive. USA participants
stated: “Things look good but we have a long way to go” and “We need a more organized
and concerted effort to address this huge need. It must be easier for hearing parents to
engage with their deaf/ hard of hearing children in meaningful ways”, implying the
existence of SL course for parents with a cautious optimism.
Norwegian informants gave specific evidence about the “Se mitt språk (See My Language)
programme” which is a special designed programme for adults and especially for parents of
deaf/hard of hearing children which started in 1996. See my language consists of 40 weekly
modules - a total of 1000 hours - and covers the parents' instruction in SL in parallel with
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the child's language development in the first 16 years. It is offered nationwide and
according to our participants’ opinion; the program’s implementation is very saucerful until
today.
Overall, all the open- answered questions were very helpful, enlighten our understanding
about the status of teaching SL to parents and deaf/hard of hearing children in each
participant country.
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Deaf Practitioners as Role Models /SL teachers –
Teacher Training and Support (40-49)
In this section, we gathered information about Deaf practitioners as role models and SL
teachers, their training and support for counseling hearing parents of deaf and hard of
hearing children, hearing practitioners and how they teach them SL.
On question 40, we investigated what the qualifications of Deaf adults working as
counselors and/or role models were in social welfare services for families of deaf or hard of
hearing children. This question was responded by 91 participants. All participants could
choose more than one of the five choices: University degree, On the job training, SeminarsWorkshops, I don’t know, Other, to answer the question and they gave 128 different
choices. Some participants, specified the choice of “Other” by giving us precise information
about the situation in their country.
Four informants from Boulgaria despite denoted their opinion about the required
qualifications to work as counselors and/or role models in social welfare services they
added that “In Bulgaria there are not Deaf adults working as counselors in social welfare
services”. Similarly, three Maltese’s participants mentioned “No Deaf adults working as
counsellors or role models in social welfare services in Malta”.
An overview on all informants’ opinions about the d/Deaf counselors’ qualification is
presented on the following figure (64)
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The choice of “On the job training” prevailed among participants’ answers, 28% (n=36/128)
followed by the choice of “University degree” (24%, n=31/128) and “Seminars -workshops”
(22%, n=28/128). This finding clearly indicates that whenever d/Deaf adults work as
counselors or role models on family support it is not easy to find ways to develop their
qualification and usually and they are not adequately- trained to cope with the needs of
hearing parents of deaf/hard of hearing children and support them appropriately. Most of
the time they have to depend on their personal experience, trying to build them their skills
and knowledge on a significant demanding role.
A closer look on each country shows that the choice of “On the job training” conquers on
the choices of Bulgarian, Cypriot, Helvetian, Maltese, and American informants (see figure
65).
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Figure 65. Qualifications of Deaf adults as role models per country
Interestingly, all participants from Italy chose “University degree”. The same choice
mastered only to participants choices from Denmark and France. This finding can be
interpreted as an indication of a better educating system and probably higher involvement
of d/Deaf adults in supporting services for parents of deaf/hard of hearing children.
“Seminars – Workshops” was the only choice of Ukrainian participants and conquered only
to informants’ picks from Greece. All participants from Ireland chose other, whereas
“Other” has also been chosen by most informants from Poland.
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For Norway the choices of “University degree”, “On the job training” and “Seminars –
Workshops” are equally picked. The same is observed among the “On the job training”,
“Seminars – Workshops” and “Other” for the Czech Republic and between the picks of
“University degree” and “Seminars – Workshops” for Russia.
Closing, all the hearing informants from Croatia and the Netherlands noted that they don’t
know. In most involved countries, Deaf adults seem to work as counselors/role models
occasionally. Their work is not recognized as a proper job and there are no specific
qualifications to support them in their challenging role as Deaf role models.
The next question 41, which examined if there are training programmes at any level for
d/Deaf counselors, and/or Deaf role models in social services for families of deaf/hard of
hearing children, 93 out of the 97 participants had answered.
The overview of the countries’ answers showed a negative result. More that the half (55%
n=51/93) of the participants replied by “NO” (figure 66).
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Figure 66. Training Programmes for Deaf Role Models
At national level, most of the countries participating in this study didn’t seem to have any
training programme for d/Deaf counselors and/or Deaf role models in social services, at any
level. Only four out of the 17 countries, Italy, Ireland, Norway and USA have training
programmes according to their participants view (see figure 67). The positive answers for
Italy are in line with all participants previous choice of “University degree” regarding d/Deaf
role modelsqualifications.
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Figure 67. Training Programmes for Deaf Role Models per country
Except for Croatia where all informants denoted that they don’t know and France where
most informants declared the same, in the remaining countries most participants, if not all
chose “No” confirming in some cases previous statements of informants as for example for
Bulgaria and Malta (see question 40).
On question 42, specifications are asked about the content of the existing training
programmes for d/Deaf counselors. The question was answered by very few participants
(n=13/97) from France, Greece, Ireland, Norway and USA. The three participants from
France correlate the work of d/Deaf role models with “Deaf mediator job” and make a
reference to the “Université Paris 8” without giving any additional information.
Participants from Greece refer to the https://signlinks.eu/ project. Participants from Ireland
referring to the education of d/Deaf counselors, and/or Deaf role models specify that “They
can take a variety of formal education qualifications, but not specific to being a Deaf
counsellor”. One Norwegian informant wrote” The answer in 41 refers to the fact that some
Deaf people attend general university programmes in, e.g., social work or child protection
studies, and then practise their skills with families of deaf or hard of hearing children
afterwards” clearly indicating the lack of specific training programmes for d/Deaf role
models. However, correlating the above comment with the Norwegian participants’ replies
on the question 20, the qualified d/Deaf practitioners do not seem always to involve in the
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existing services offered to families of deaf and/or hard of hearing children after their
training.
Three out of the five answers given from USA refer to the Deaf Role Models Project in
Scranton PA as a great practice. One of the answers is quite explanatory: “In the early 2000's
a program was set up in Scranton Pennsylvania (USA) to train ASL Models in classrooms with
Deaf children. With extensive pre-project training, as well as on the job training, the
program evolved into an amazing resource that addressed needs of deaf children that were
the instructional, cultural, and language-based”.
Question 43 investigated all participants’ opinions on the qualities that characterize a good
Deaf counselor/role model. Participants could tick as many of the following attributes as
they considered essential: Be able to inspire and motivate, Be passionate, Be proud to be
Deaf, Have good communication skills, Be friendly and approachable, Be flexible and openminded, Have team-working & interpersonal skills, Feel confident about speaking to a group
of people, Have awareness of his/her personal opinions & remain unbiased, Develop
counseling, good leadership and training skills, All of the above, and also they could add
“Other”. 92 participants (n=92/97) answered the question. Figure 68 below presents an
overview of the results recorded on question 43.
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“All of the above” was the most chosen option by 66% (n=61/92) for most participants,
showing that all listed features were considered equally significant for a Deaf counselor/role
model to be successful. Some of the characteristics that were distinguished compared to
others were: “Develop counseling, good leadership and training skills”, “Have team-working
& interpersonal skills” and “Be proud to be Deaf” each one for 43,47% (n=40/92) of the
respondents, followed by “Be flexible and open- minded” and “Be able to inspire and
motivate” 42,39% (n=39/92). “Have awareness of his/her personal opinions & remain
unbiased” was picked independently by 40% (n=37/92) of the participants as well as the
quality of having good communication skills 39% (n=36/92).
To “Feel confident about speaking to a group of people” follows in participant choices by
33,7% (n=31/92) and so does to “Be friendly and approachable”. by 33,7 % (n=31/92). To
“Be passionate” was the last attribute to be picked by some participants 30,4% (n=28/92)
of the participant countries.
Few participants proposed some additional characteristics such as: “A good Deaf
counselor/role model has to be educated”, “He/she [should be] constantly evaluated and
trained”, “To participate in a scientific program and to be trained accordingly” emphasizing
the significance of education and training as a prerequisite for a good Deaf counselor/role
model. Finally, an additional comment was about devotion and commitment: “To dedicate
time, to be communicable and to love what one does. Be cool and focused”.
On question 44, we explore the qualities of a good Deaf counselor/role model even further
and particularly the necessary knowledge which he/she has to be familiar with. The
participants gave their opinion by choosing those that they thought more significant among
the given topics of the questionnaire. The topics were: The wide variety of communication
approaches, The current trends on the education of the deaf and hard of hearing children,
The technical aids for the deaf and hard of hearing children, The national signed language,
The Deaf community, All of the above, and Other. The question was answered by 91 out of
the 97 participants and one could choose more than one options. Most participants chose
“All the above” 73% (n-71/97).
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Figure 69. Knowledge of a good Deaf counselor/role model about different topics
The figure 69 shows that almost all respondents agreed that a thorough knowledge of all
five different topics proposed in the questionnaire was critical, id est. knowledge about: the
Deaf community, the national SL, the education of deaf/hard of hearing children, the
technical aids, hearing aids and CI for deaf children and a wide variety of the communication
approaches. The distinct topics were selected as follows: “The Deaf community” by 28,8%
(n=28/97). “The wide variety of communication approaches” and “The national signed
language”) were equally chosen by 26,8% (n=26/97). “The current trends on the education
of the deaf and hard of hearing children” was picked on 24,7 % (n=24/97) of the answers
and the last option was “The technical aids for the deaf and hard of hearing children” by
18,5/% (n=18/97), Finally, the option “Other” was selected by two out of the 97
participants, one from Greece commenting that a Deaf counselor/role model needs to have
deep knowledge about hearing parents’ needs and be constantly trained and one from the
Netherlands stating that “Insight in the power dynamics of the medical world (medical
anthropology), and the pressures that families are exposed to from an early age” would be
appropriate knowledge for a good Deaf counselor.
Question 45 “Do you think Deaf counselors/role models may face negative attitudes in their
interaction with hearing parents and /or practitioners?” investigates the beliefs of
participants about the likelihood to receive negative comments or behavior by hearing
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adults, parents or practitioners when working with them. This question was answered by
all respondents from all participating countries. As shown in figure 70 below, 88% of the
participants believe that Deaf practitioners face negative attitudes by hearing adults. In
particular 55% (n=53/97) responded positively by choosing “Sometimes” and 33%
(n=32/97) expressed a certainty by choosing “Yes”. Only 5% (n=5/97) of the participant
population believed that Deaf counselors/role models do not face negative attitudes by
hearing parents and /or practitioners. The expressed belief observed by most of the
participants about the negative attitudes doubtlessly occur towards Deaf adults is probably
based on our informants’ previous experience with hearing adults.
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Figure 70. Negative attitude towards Deaf Role Models
At national level, we observe that few negative answers were received only from Greece
(n=2/26), Bulgaria (n=1/14), Malta (n=1/7) and Poland (n=1/5) with the positive answers,
either “Yes” or “Sometimes”, dominating in respondents’ replies coming from these
countries. The remaining countries replied positively either selecting “Sometimes” or “Yes”
apart from the participant from the Czech Republic who replied by choosing “I don’t know”.
All respondents from Switzerland, Italy, the Netherlands and Ukraine replied “Yes” on the
question, expressing their certainty about the emergence of negative attitudes in the
interaction of Deaf role models with hearing adults, parents or practitioners in the field.
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“Sometimes” was the only choice of all participants from Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Ireland,
Norway, Russia and USA.
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Figure 71. Negative attitude towards Deaf Role Models per country
A closer examination of the responses in correlation with our informants’ involvement with
the Deaf Community revealed that all hearing parents/family members and practitioners
gave a positive answer by choosing one of the two options “Yes” and “Sometimes”. This
indicated that the belief of a potential negative attitude of hearing adults to Deaf counselors
is not a biased one coming only from the deaf participants. On the contrary, three out of
the five negations were given by Deaf practitioners.
Overall, the findings definitely point out a consensus among hearing and deaf participants
of all partner countries about the expected attitude of hearing parents and practitioners
towards the Deaf counselors as Deaf role models.
Question 46 is the continuance of question 45 by which the potential negative attitude that
Deaf counselors/role models may face was examined. The optional negative attitudes in the
questionnaire were: Talking behind their back, Asking curious questions, Underestimate
their skills, Avoid communicating with them, Have low expectations of their deaf child, Have
negative views on deafness, Feel insecure about their child’s future, All of the above, and
“Other”. Question 46 had 87 respondents out of 97 and they could choose more than one
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option. In addition to all those respondents who answered positively question 45, two more
Deaf participants who chose “No” in question 45 replied in question 46.
Figure 72 illustrates participants’ views from all participating countries.
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Figure 72. Negative attitudes towards Deaf Role Models
Most of the informants 49,42% (n=43/87) equally chose “Have negative views on deafness”
and “Underestimate their skills”. “All the above” was chosen by 45,87% (n=40/87)
respondents and the same number of choices were given to “Feel insecure about their
child’s future” (45,87%, n=40/87). The option of “Have low expectations of their deaf child”,
was picked by 42,52 % (n=37/87), “Talking behind their back” by 27,58 (n=24/87), “Avoid
communicating with them”, by 26,43% (n=23/87) and “Asking curious questions” by 24,13%
(n=21/87) with one participant from the Netherlands smartly commenting that “Asking
curious questions surely applies, but I wouldn't see that as negative”.
The option “Other” was chosen by three out of the 87 participants. One was from Malta
and two from Greece. One was a practitioner and the other two were parents. Two were
hearing and one was Deaf. The comments they made referred to the negative attitudes that
participants had probably experienced and were: “Not be interested”, “To underestimate
the use of SL or even to be ashamed of it”, and “Oralism still prevails”.
Question 47 raises the issues of the hearing status of teachers of SL in each participant
country.
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The question was presented as a statement: Teachers teaching SL are: Deaf, Hearing, Deaf
and Hearing, Mostly Deaf, Mostly Hearing, I don’t know. The question was answered by 95
respondents out of 97 and they could choose more than one answer (see figure 73). No one
picked “I don’t know”.
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Figure 73. Hearing status of SL teachers
The overview of respondents’ views shows that in most cases for being a SL teacher it is
preferable to be “Deaf”. In addition, if the choices of “Mostly deaf” and “Deaf” are added
the quality of being “Deaf” seems to dominate in the recorded answers on question 47,
pointing out that being Deaf seems to be crucial for teaching SL.
Comparing the hearing status of the survey informants with their choices in this question it
is observed that most Deaf participants (n=20/41) stated that teachers teaching SL are Deaf,
whereas most hearing participants (n=21/53) stated that teachers teaching SL are either
Deaf or hearing. The Deaf practitioners clearly demonstrated that it is more crucial to be
Deaf, and to have a Deaf identity in order to teach SL compared with the hearing
participants (see figure 74).
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Figure 74. Hearing status of SL teachers compared with informants hearing status
At national level, each country presented a slightly different picture (see figure 75).
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Figure 75. Hearing status of SL teachers per country
For Switzerland, Cyprus, Czech Republic, and Malta all participants chose “Deaf” clearly
denoting that teaching SL is a profession attributed only to Deaf adults. In these countries
the hearing status seems clearly to be related to the role of the SL teacher. Trying to
interpret this finding, we communicated with two of the seven Maltese participants, one
Deaf and one hearing. What emerged from the communication was that what informants
consider significant for teaching the language is the fact that Deaf teachers have a better
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understanding of the Deaf world and SL and not the audiological difference between a
hearing and a Deaf SL teacher. In addition, the Deaf identity is critical when teaching SL.
For France and Poland, the option of “Deaf” domains among participants’ choices, equally
followed by “Mostly Deaf” and “Deaf and hearing”. The option “Deaf and hearing” prevailed
for Greece, Bulgaria and Denmark. For Greece “Mostly deaf” and “Deaf” follows where as
none of the Greek participants picked “Hearing” or “Mostly hearing”. The choice of “Mostly
hearing” is recorded both in Bulgarian (n=5/14) and Danish (n=1/3) picks. All participants
from Ireland, Italy and Ukraine choose “Deaf and hearing” and the same was observed for
most respondents’ point of view from USA. For the Netherlands and Russia “Deaf”,
“Hearing”, “Deaf and hearing” were equally chosen. The only countries that “Mostly
Hearing” prevailed in informants’ selections were Croatia and Norway.
recording the choice of “Hearing” only, among participants answers.
Question 48 “ Are there training programmes at any level for SL teachers in your country?”
investigates participant views and knowledge about the existing training programmes for
SL teachers in each partner country. The question was answered by 95 informants out of 97
representing all participating countries. Results showed that in most countries informants
denoted the existence of training programmes for SL (figure 76).
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Figure 76. Existing training programmes for SL teachers per county
All participants from Switzerland, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Ukraine
and USA clearly denoted the existence of training programmes for SL teachers. For Greece,
Bulgaria, Poland and France most informants gave a positive answer. The findings for France
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are doubtless since most participants (n=13/17) supported the existence of training
programmes and the remaining denoted that they don’t know. Similarly, most participants
from Poland (n=4/5) support the existing training programme for SL teacher. Only one
participant gave a negative response. However, for Greece and Bulgaria the closeness
between the number of positive and negative responses (GR: yes=12/25, no=9/25, BG: yes=
8/14, no=5/14) creates a blurry picture and raises queries on how respondents understand
the question and what each of them means by training programmes for SL teachers.
Clear negative answers recorded for Croatia, Cyprus and the Czech Republic. The situation
from Malta and Denmark seems unclear with most of participants replied negatively (MT:
yes=3/7, no=4/7, DK: yes= 1/3, no=2/3) but as for Greece and Bulgaria a closeness is
observed between the negative and positive answers (see figure 76).
Question 49 sheds light on the given answers for question 48. On Question 49, participants
were asked to specify the existing training for Deaf practitioners as role models in each
country: “Please add any information or any comment that will illustrate the Deaf
counselor’s training and support in your country”. The question was responded by 47
informants from 13 countries: Bulgaria, Switzerland Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Greece, Ireland, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland and USA and the overview
of all answers showed that specific counselor's training for Deaf adult was not met in most
of the participant countries but only in Ireland, where a four years Bachelor degree
programme in Deaf Studies is reported, Denmark where there is reference to training
programmes for social workers: “We do not have a specific counselor's training for Deaf
people - but most of the counselors have an education which enables them to counsel. E.g.
teachers, SL interpreters, EUMASLI, social worker or counselling and so forth”, Poland where
one informant noted: “As far as I know there are two trainings: one in a private company
conducted by deaf person and a second one at university level” and finally USA that some
participants made the following remarks: “Various programmes from community college to
university” and others “this are largely small scale”.
Answers from Bulgaria clarify that there are no Deaf role models supporting hearing parents
of deaf/hard of hearing children shedding also light to the previous blurred picture on
existing training programmes for Deaf practitioners teaching SL. An informant who had
chosen “I don’t know” on question 48 commented here “To my knowledge, there are no
such advisers in Bulgaria. Inclusion of hearing parents in SL training courses is very rare
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because they have a negative attitude to deafness”. Contrary to the fact that in the previous
question most informants supported that there are well established training programmes
for SL teachers, the information they gave in this question pointed out that there is no
formal training for SL teachers in Bulgaria. One participant wrote “SL courses in our country
are taught by practicing translators who hold a certificate for lecturers, but this is not
enough because we need broader training structures creating translators with different
degrees of competence - translators for universities in different scientific fields.” Two
informants wrote: “The training for deaf SL teachers is encouraged” Showing an
improvement in the situation in the country and continued “The training is provided by
UDB” (Bulgarian Deaf Union) and this is in alignment with one more comment from two
more participants “We have a sign language training center that helps all who need to know
SL” pointing out that all that exists in Bulgaria is training at a basic level for SL. Hearing
interpreters seems to play a significant role for teaching SL despite the fact that they also
do not have proper training.
Similarly, comments from Cyprus, the Czech Republic, France, Malta, and Greece confirm
the lack of Deaf role models/counselors for supporting families of deaf/hard of hearing
children and hearing practitioners and the absence of any training programme for Deaf
adults. The Deaf informant from the Czech Republic gave information about his role in a
school for the Deaf working as a teacher for deaf/hard of hearing children but not as a role
model for hearing parents.
One participant from France denoted about the role of Deaf practitioners in field: “The
status of adviser does not really exist. Deaf adults can be volunteers, animators, educators,
trainers, teachers,...” and about their training she continued that “They can train in the
public or in the private sector. They can obtain all levels of diplomas” an information
confirmed by some other respondents who mentioned that at university level there is
training for language sciences and for teachers of the Deaf. Interestingly, one French adult
wrote that to obtain a diploma is a very difficult journey.
The Maltese participants gave further information about Deaf role models and SL teaching
in the country. Two of the informants who responded positively on question 48 wrote: “It's
early days, but Deaf persons are attending seminars/courses abroad with a view to
eventually developing counselling services” and “[…] There is no professional training,
however they attend sign language conferences abroad on a regular basis”.
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Regarding SL teachers the information conveyed was: (a) there are only two SL teachers in
Malta “We have two sign language teachers in Malta”, who in relation to the given answers
on question 47, they must be Deaf and (b) regarding proper training for SL teachers: “There
is no type of this training available in my country”, “We still lack resources, however, we are
trying to organise a basic program for this”.
For Greece, question 49 was answered by eleven informants some of whom answered
positively on question 48 and some answered negatively. All the comments of those who
answered positively, made clear that informants referred to seminars and workshops that
take place occasionally, organised by universities and by the GSL teachers' association for
developing Deaf practitioners’ skills as SL teachers.
One participant mentioned a seminar held by the University of Thessaly
(http://learning.uth.gr/%ce%b5%ce%bb%ce%bb%ce%b7%ce%bd%ce%b9%ce%ba%ce%b7
-%ce%bd%ce%bf%ce%b7%ce%bc%ce%b1%cf%84%ce%b9%ce%ba%ce%b7%ce%b3%ce%bb%cf%89%cf%83%cf%83%ce%b1%ce%ba%ce%b1%cf%84%ce%b1%cf%81%cf%84%ce%b9%cf%83%ce%b7/ twice in the
previous years for SL teachers. Another noted “[…] they conduct seminars […] the GSL
teachers' association” and a third one “As far as I know, in some countries, it already exists
as a profession. I believe that it would be good to exchange views and perhaps receive
advice”.
Some of the comments of those that answered negatively to question 48 were: “In the past,
there was a training program which was attended by a few teachers of SL. Most of today's
teachers/counselors are self-taught”, “In Greece, sometimes we can attend workshops or
brief training but not systematically” “[…] there is no official program for deaf counselor
training and support.” And “Complete lack and I hope you succeed!” referring to the running
training programme “SIGN Links” (https://signlinks.eu/) for Deaf counselors/Deaf role models.
No specific training programmes for Deaf counselors are reported in the Netherlands,
Norway and Switzerland as well. The information from the Netherlands was captured in the
phrase: “No specific programmes, so people will have done a variety of educational
trajectories”. The information from Norway didn’t make explicit reference to Deaf role
models and their training but mostly to training on Norwegian Sign Language and
programmes educating School teachers: “Signing students are provided for in most higher
education programmes by the interpreting services, who are government-run and
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government-paid. Specialized study programmes for Deaf schoolteachers and preschool
teachers were on offer previously (about 25-15 years ago), but closed due to few applicants.
As of 2020, Norwegian Sign Language is offered as a major ("master's subject") in three
master's programmes educating primary and lower secondary school teachers”.
Participants from Switzerland pointed to page www.sgb-fss.ch for additional information.
To conclude, all of the information which was selected in question 49 indicated that in very
few European countries participated in this survey, Ireland, Denmark, Poland, probably the
Netherlands, and in USA there are Deaf practitioners working as Role models and only in
Ireland, Denmark, Poland and in USA there was reference for specific training programmes
for Deaf counselors/Deaf Role models to support hearing parents with their deaf/hard of
hearing children and/or for training SL teachers.
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Appendix I: Survey questionnaire
Cover letter
SECTION ONE, Introduction
Dear participant,
The aim of the present survey is to map the existing practices and the role of Deaf adults
as Role Models for supporting families of deaf children and hearing practitioners within
Europe.
This survey is about:
(1)

the hearing parents and practitioners’ needs for being able to adjust to the socio-

linguistic needs of deaf and hard of hearing children and to learn Sign Language,
(2)

the hearing people’s attitude towards the Deaf Community and Sign Language,

(3)

the practices used in any type of services offered in the private and/or public

sector, schools, institutions etc. (for example the existing services to support families of
deaf and hard of deaf children, services for developing communicative competence in Sign
Language or the existing training programmes for learning Sign Language) in order to
enhance adults’ capacities and communicational skills on Sign Language and
(4)

the Deaf adults’ needs to develop counseling and training skills as role models,

mentors and Sign Language teachers.
For this survey, we use the label deaf to include deaf and hard of hearing children with a
wide range of hearing loss, using or not cochlear implants and/or hearing aids.
Definitions
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Deaf children are children that do not use any residual hearing and depend on a sign
language to communicate
Hard of hearing children are children that partially use/depend both on their residual
hearing and sign language.
The term "sign language" (SL) refers to the national Sign Language of the Deaf Community
in one’s country, not a form of sign- supported spoken language.
This survey will take about 15 to 20 minutes of your valuable time.
In order to have a holistic picture of the existing practices and the role of Deaf adults as
Role Models in your country, please answer all the questions that you can.
In addition, if you would like to give us a short interview, please add your contact
information, at the end of this form, so we can schedule one.
Thank you for your participation and support.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Marianna Hatzopoulou, Ph.D.
Head of the Local Assessment and Support Centre
2nd K.E.S.Y Β΄ Athens
Counsellor of the HFD
Τel.: (+30)210 6512513
Mobile: (+30) 6974946689
Mail.: mhatzopoulou@gmail.com
Skype: marianna.hatzopoulou
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SECTION TWO: Demographic Information
We respect your privacy and we are committed to processing data in accordance with the
responsibilities under the General Data Protection Regulation. All personal information is
ONLY for the survey and will not be used for any other purposes.
1. What is the country you live or work in? (Please add the official abbreviation of your
Country i.e. Greece=GR, Malta = MT, Bulgaria= BG etc.)
2. What is your gender?
3. What is your age?
4. What is your involvement with the Deaf community and sign language (SL)?
5. What is your SL status?
6. What is your hearing status?
7. If you are d/Deaf or hard of hearing what was your school education? (choose what
applies).
8. If you are d/Deaf or hard of hearing what is the hearing status of your parents?
9. If you are d/Deaf or hard of hearing where did you first learn to sign? (Please check
any that apply).
SECTION THREE: About Hearing Practitioners
In this Section, we gather information about hearing practitioners’ skills on Sign Language
and the existing practices (courses, materials) on sign language training in your country.
10. Is sign language knowledge a prerequisite for practitioners involved in the education
of the deaf/hard of hearing students, in the public sector?
11. Is sign language knowledge a prerequisite for practitioners involved in the education
of the deaf/hard of hearing students, in the private sector?
12. If yes /partially, what level of SL competence is required?
13. Is teaching SL to hearing practitioners involved in the education of the deaf/hard of
hearing well-established nationwide?
14. If yes/partially, in which sector does it take place?
15. If yes/partially, how many years of training are required for the first diploma to
achieve a functional communication level?
16. Are there any published materials available for teaching SL to adults?
17. If yes, access to them (materials for teaching SL to adults) is ……. (please choose any
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that apply)
18. Please add any information or any comment that will illustrate the status of teaching
sign language for adults practitioners and/or parents of deaf and hard of hearing
children in your country
SECTION FOUR: About Families of Deaf Children
In this Section, we gather information about the needs of hearing parents and their attitude
towards sign language and the Deaf community.
19. Are there early intervention programmes providing services to families of deaf
and/or hard of hearing children soon after the diagnosis in your country?
If yes please answer questions 20, 21, 22, 23.
20. Are d/Deaf adults involved in services offered to families of deaf and/or hard of
hearing children?
21. Deaf adults involved in services offered to families of deaf and/or hard of hearing
children use …
22. Do professionals in intervention programmes recommend the deaf and/or hard of
hearing children to be taught a sign language?
23. Please give additional information, such as contacts, websites etc. about available
services that support families of deaf or hard of hearing children in your country.
24. Do you think it is crucial to involve Deaf role models in services that support families
of deaf or hard of hearing children? Please tick a box between 1 to 5 (1

not at all

crucial to 5 absolutely crucial).
25. Is there any information given to parents of deaf or hard of hearing children about
the Deaf community in your country?
26. If yes, who provides this information?
27. Is there any information available in your country about how parents of deaf or hard
of hearing children can learn SL, after diagnosis? (like sign language courses and
materials)
28. If yes, who provides this information?
29. Are there any other available resources that support families raising deaf or hard of
hearing children?
30. Do you think that SL is necessary/crucial to communicate with a deaf or hard of
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hearing child? Please tick the box from 1 to 5 (1 not at all to 5 absolutely)
31. If you are a parent, which is your preferred mode of communication when
interacting with your deaf or hard of hearing child?
32. Do you think that SL facilitates deaf and hard of hearing children’s oral and written
language skills? Please tick a box from 1 to 5 (1 not at all to 5 absolutely)
33. Are there any SL courses for parents of deaf and hard of hearing children, aged 0-5,
before they start attending school?
34. Please specify (e.g., In Greece parents are very rarely taught SL and only those whose
children attend special schools for the deaf)
35. Are there any published materials for teaching SL to parents?
36. Are there any SL courses for young deaf and hard of hearing children, aged 0-5,
before they start attending school?
37. Do deaf and hard of hearing children learn SL in school?
38. If you have responded YES, please comment/specify here how they learn SL (e.g.: In
Greece, from co- students, teachers).
39. Please add any information or any comment that will illustrate the status of teaching
SL to parents of deaf and/or hard of hearing children in your country
SECTION FIVE: About Deaf Practitioners as Role Models /SL teachers - Teacher Training
and Support
In this Section, we gather information about Deaf practitioners as role models and SL
teachers, their training and support for counseling hearing parents of deaf and hard of
hearing children, hearing practitioners and how they teach them sign language.
40. What are the qualifications of Deaf adults working as counselors and/or role models
in social welfare services for families of deaf or hard of hearing children?
41. Are there training programmes at any level for d/Deaf counselors, and/or Deaf role
models in social services for families of deaf or hard of hearing children?
42. If you have responded YES, please comment on the content of the training, or
provide a link to the programme/s.
43. Α good Deaf counselor/role model has to …. (please choose any that apply).
Be able to inspire and motivate
Be passionate
Be proud to be Deaf
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Have good communication skills
Be friendly and approachable
Be flexible and open-minded
Have team-working & interpersonal skills
Feel confident about speaking to a group of people
Have awareness of his/her personal opinions & remain unbiased
Develop counseling, good leadership and training skills
All of the above
Other….
44. Α good Deaf counselor/role model has to have a thorough knowledge of…. (please
choose any that apply)
The wide variety of communication approaches
The current trends on the education of the deaf and hard of hearing children
The technical aids for the deaf and hard of hearing children
The national signed language
The Deaf community
All of the above
Other….
45. Do you think Deaf counselors/role models may face negative attitudes in their
interaction with hearing parents and /or practitioners?
46. If yes or sometimes, please choose any that apply:
Talking behind their back
Asking curious questions
Underestimate their skills
Avoid communicating with them
Have low expectations of their deaf child
Have negative views on deafness
Feel insecure about their child’s future
All of the above
Other….
47. Teachers teaching SL are:
Deaf
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Hearing
Deaf and Hearing
Mostly Deaf
Mostly hearing
I don’t know
48. Are there training programmes at any level for SL teaching in your country?
49. Please add any information or any comment that will illustrate the Deaf counselor’s
training and support in your country.
SECTION SIX
One last thing!!!
In this last section we want to thank you for your participation and we also need some
personal information.
Please give us your e-mail so we can send you the results of the survey.
If you want to be anonymous don't worry, the results will also be published on our
website : http://signlinks.eu/intellectual-output-1-state-of-the-art-on-deaf-role-models/
Thank you for your participation. If you like to give us a short interview for the role of Deaf
adults as Sign Links/Role Models for supporting families of deaf and/or hard of hearing
children in your country, please give us more contact information so we can schedule one.
Any other comments, suggestions?
Thank you again for your participation!!!

